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GALAXY VI
DELUXE AM/SINGLE SIDE BAND
MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
WITH FREQUENCY COUNTER

GALAXY VI represents a major COURIER breakthrough in C.B. technology. An exclusive super accurate built-in Frequency Counter with a five digit LED readout permits you to read your exact transmit frequency as well as the exact frequency of the signal you are receiving. In addition, Courier GALAXY VI offers the discriminating C.B. enthusiast the finest receiver on the market. Its superb dual conversion circuitry, excellent adjacent channel rejection, automatic gain control — all contribute to providing the optimum in superior quality performance.

Convenience Features Include:
- Day-Night Channel Reading With Large Digital LED Channel Indicators Plus Channel Selector Switch.
- Channel 9 Priority.
- RF/MIC Gain, Volume/Squelch, Clarifier, SWR Calibration Controls.
- Large S-RF/SWR Meter.
- PA Capability.

14281 Chambers Road, Tustin, California 92680
(714) 669-9890 FAX: (714) 669-1081
Where Are They Now?

These golden oldies, where are they now? Anna Maria Alberghetti—Gary Coleman—Tiny Tim? People come to your attention at some point in your life and before you know it, poof, they’ve somehow blended back into the crowd and can no longer be singled out. You may not even realize they have left, until something triggers a memory of them in your mind and you wonder what they’re up to with their lives.

A couple of years ago, the cellular telephone industry sent its lobbyist to Washington to dig up someone to wave the flag around for the idea they had to create the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. They couldn’t get just any old politician to lay this concept on, they needed someone very special. After all, when you’re going to lobby for a law that endeavors to make it illegal to listen to certain radio frequencies, you can’t expect expect too many people to take you very seriously. Especially when receivers to pick up those frequencies are already in the hands of the public. Especially when transmissions are sent unscrambled. Especially when violations of such laws can’t be detected, nor evidence obtained. Especially when no federal agency is willing to bother enforcing such an absurd law.

I suppose that if you look hard enough in Washington, you can get someone to sponsor damned near anything - like maybe a law regulating the color of golf balls, or how many teeth a chicken can have. There must be people in Washington who specialize in sponsoring the many pieces of useless and meaningless junk legislation proposed by various industry groups for their self-serving purposes. It wasn’t long before one of the Washington types realized the importance of taking the ECPA ball and running with it for a touchdown. It was none other than Rep. Robert Kastenmeier (D-Wisconsin).

It wasn’t that Kastenmeier went along with a lukewarm attitude, he really went after it with what appeared to be a consuming passion. The point of the law was so that the cellular industry could create a phony sales pitch about “communications privacy assured by federal law”. After Kastenmeier gave it the ol’ Washington twist, it emerged as a proposed law that was intended to stop federal agencies from snooping on the citizenry.

It was such an outrageous smokescreen to blur the reality of the ECPA that it was almost laughable. I said almost laughable, because somehow Kastenmeier generated a sufficient number of scary sounding pronouncements about the need for the ECPA that he finally got it passed into law in 1986. Maybe they voted it just to shut him up and get the cellular lobbyists out of their offices.

During the approximately one year there was hysteria about whether or not the ECPA would actually make it into law, Kastenmeier’s name became all too familiar to most of us in communications. It hovered in status somewhere between that of a laughing stock and an ogre. For better or worse, it

(Continued on page 72)
NEW

POCKET SIZE

SIZE: 4" H x 3.5" W x 1" D
MADE IN USA

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

TO 2.4 GHZ

8 LED DIGITS • 2 GATE TIMES
ALUMINUM CABINET
INTERNAL NI-CAD BATTERIES INCLUDED
AC ADAPTER/CHARGER INCLUDED

EXCELLENT SENSITIVITY & ACCURACY

AC-DC • PORTABLE OPERATION

Small enough to fit into a shirt pocket, our new 1.3 GHz and 2.4 GHz, 8 digit frequency counters are not toys! They can actually out perform units many times their size and price! Included are rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries installed inside the unit for hours of portable, cordless operation. The batteries are easily recharged using the AC adapter/charger supplied with the unit.

The excellent sensitivity of the 1300H/A makes it ideal for use with the telescoping RF pick-up antenna; accurately and easily measure transmit frequencies from handheld, fixed, or mobile radios such as: Police, firefighters, Ham, taxi, car telephone, aircraft, marine, etc. May be used for counter surveillance, locating hidden "bug" transmitters. Use with grid dip oscillator when designing and tuning antennas. May be used with a probe for measuring clock frequencies in computers, various digital circuitry or oscillators. Can be built into transmitters, signal generators and other devices to accurately monitor frequency.

The size, price and performance of these new instruments make them indispensable for technicians, engineers, schools, Hams, CBers, electronic hobbyists, short wave listeners, law enforcement personnel and many others.

STOCK NO:

#1300H/A Model 1300H/A 1-1300 MHz counter with preamp, sensitivity, < 1mV/
27 MHz to 450 MHz includes Ni-Cad batteries and AC adapter $169.95

#2400H Model 2400H 10-2400 MHz microwave counter includes Ni-Cad batteries and AC adapter $299.95

#CCA Model CCA counter/counter, for debugging, ultra sensitive, < 50 micro
volts at 150 MHz l 600 MHz with adjustable threshold, RF indicator LED. Includes Ni-Cad batteries and AC adapter $299.95

ACCESSORIES:

#TA-1005 Telescoping RF pick-up antenna with BNC connector $12.00

#P-100 Probe, direct connection 50 ohm, BNC connector $20.00

#CC-12 Carrying case, gray vinyl with zipper opening. Will hold a counter and #TA-1005 antenna $10.00

FLA (305) 771-2050

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

1-800-327-5912

AVAILAble NOW!
Each month we select representative reader letters for our Mailbag column. We reserve the right to condense lengthy letters for space reasons. All letters submitted for consideration must be signed and show a return address. Upon request, we will withhold sender's name should the letter be used in Mailbag. Address letters to Tom Kneitel, Editor, Popular Communications Magazine, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.

The Search For Alice

When not glued to my shortwave receiver listening to the BBC, I enjoy reading romantic novels set in the British Regency period (early 19th century). Much to my surprise, the novel I just finished appears to touch upon the Alice Brannigan mystery as related in the August Beaming In. The book is titled Return To Cheyne Spa, by Daisy Vivian, published 1988 by the Walker Publishing Co., New York (ISBN 0-8027-1019-0). This is Daisy Vivian's seventh Regency era novel.

On pages 101 and 102, one of the story characters asks someone to stop at the library and pick up some reading material. She says, “That new novel by Mr. Kneitel would be most pleasant, if it is available, though I daresay it may not be. He is very popular, you know. Perhaps the new Alice Brannigan is in.”

I pass this curious reference along to those who collect this type of data for whatever value it may have. How did Mr. Kneitel and crew end up in England of 1810?

Mrs. Mary Wallace, Newport, RI

The mystery deepens! —Editor

High Tech Mil Spec

Are any of the popular VHF scanners used by the military services? I’d think that a scanner would have many military applications. What are the military nomenclature numbers for the Bearcat and other scanners?

Harry Brown, KIN8NC
Marion, IN

I’m not aware of any of the commonly encountered scanners used by the military, although scanners are used. One I’ve seen, known as the R-2412/U, made by Cubic Corporation (9333 Balboa Ave., San Diego, CA 92123). It’s made especially for the military services and scans 20 through 1200 MHz, FM, AM, and SSB. It can be programmed for 100 channels, which it scans at 50 per second. A novel feature of the R-2412/U is its use of modular construction with components located in independently shielded diecast modules. The unit is equipped with a fault monitoring circuitry that localizes any problem to a specific module. Therefore, malfunctioning components can be located and related within minutes. —Editor

He Handed You A Line

The term “jiggling the wire.” What does it mean in respect to wiretapping? I understand it has something to do with deliberately causing clicks on the line to let someone know their phone is tapped. I’m hearing clicks on my telephone line and suspect it is tapped. A neighbor says they’re “jiggling the wire.”

J. Polacek
Reno, NV

“Jiggling the wire” isn’t a technical term, it’s a strategy used in connection with wiretapping. If a wiretap isn’t producing any useful information, those who have placed the tap will cause an incident to take place that (they hope) will be sufficiently significant to cause the subject whose phone is tapped to dial up someone and start talking about matters of interest to the wiretapper. For instance, Let’s say that four persons are being investigated in connection with certain criminal activity. Phone taps have not produced any any incriminating information. One of the four persons may be arrested primarily to “jiggle the wire” of the other three in the hopes that they will become so rattled, that they’ll panic and discuss it over the tapped phones. If you’re hearing clicks, it probably has less to do with a phone tap than it does with faulty telephone hardware. —Editor

How Close Is Close Enough?

I just purchased my first scanner (a Bearcat 800-XLT). I would like to know if a frequency is listed with four numbers after the decimal point, and the scanner will accept only three numbers past the decimal, will it still receive transmissions on that frequency? Also, I just sent in for a subscription to Popular Communications.

Ronald L. Kaiser
Highland, MI

Without getting into a lengthy dissertation, the answer is “yes” for frequencies in the VHF bands. If you attempt to program in a frequency such as 171.3875, and your scanner displays 171.35 or 171.390 MHz, then you’ll hear any activity you’d heard had the scanner accepted the frequency you attempted to enter. On the UHF bands, it will work only if the displayed frequency is within 5 kHz of the one you tried to program. Some scanners will only accept UHF channel programming at 25 kHz increments. If you try to program in 477.3375 MHz, and the display reads 477.325 or 477.350 MHz, then you won’t hear activity on your desired channel. However, some scanners will accept 477.337 MHz, and that’s close enough to do the job for you. —Editor

A Mode Is A Mode Is A Mode

In your August review of the Universal M-7000 RTTY reader, there was an illustration showing the keyboards used to select the different modes. One button was marked VFT. This is a mode unfamiliar to me and the review didn’t mention it, so I’m hoping you’ll give it a few words when you get a chance.

Will Richardson
Sauk City, WI

There are a large number of printing modes now in use, not all of which are popularly known by the same names to persons involved in communications. Basically, some of the names used for these modes within hobby monitoring circles don’t always match up with the correct terminology. Probably because it was designed for professional applications, the M-7000 uses the correct terms. Therefore, what most of us would refer to as FDM (frequency division multiplex) is referred to as VFT on this equipment. Other examples of hobby vs. professional terms for the same thing include FEC, which should be correctly called SITOR B. What we call ARQ is more properly known as SITOR A. The mode we usually call 2-channel TDM is correctly called ARQ-96. I’ll be the first to agree that it’s confusing.

Old Soldiers Never Die

I came into possession of an old BC-474 portable military transmitter and receiver. My question is, can it still be used for anything if I can figure out what tubes the transmitter uses (all three are missing) and can get it working?

Ben Crowhurst
Cool, CA

Most folks would consider this WWII relic a museum piece, but it's actually not a bad little low-power rig that runs 4-watts CW/AM output into a 35 foot antenna and counterpoise. The three transmitter tubes are all 6V6 types (you can also use 5871, 5992 or 5187 types). It requires 90 volts and 1.5 volts, and was originally intended to be used with a GN-44 A hand-crank generator. The transmitter is VFO controlled and uses a separate power amplifier for the output stage. The power amplifier is keyed for CW operation. The superhet receiver has a 455 kHz IF. With its 2300 to 6500 kHz frequency range, would be fun try it out on CW in the 80 meter ham band.
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SANGEAN, the world's largest single manufacturer of portable multi-band radio receivers, invites you to enjoy a world of listening with any one of our full feature 4, 8, 9, 10, 12 or 15 band receivers.

All SANGEAN receivers are packed with the features and performance you want - at a price just right for your budget. From our flagship model ATS-803A with all the features of many higher priced receivers, to our palm sized MS-101 - just right for those on the go who want to take the world with them.

All models carry the famous SANGEAN guarantee of quality and workmanship; the signature of a company whose only desire is to make the best multi-band portable radios available.

For a FREE full color catalog call 1-800-232-2929 (outside California), or 1-818-288-1661 (in California).

SANGEAN
A World of Listening™

SANGEAN AMERICA, INC.
9060 Telstar Ave., Suite #202 El Monte, CA 91731 Telephone: (818) 288-1661 Fax: (818) 288-8231
Monitor More With Advanced Equipment From Universal!

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
- Japan Radio NRD-525
- Kenwood R-5000
- Kenwood R-2000
- Icom R-71A
- Yaesu FRG-8800

For the communications connoisseur. Covers 1-34 MHz. Incredible performance and features. In stock. $1199.00 (+$11 UPS)

PORTABLE RECEIVERS
- Sangean ATS-803A

Keypad, mems, BFO, clock, RF gain, etc. A strong performer and unbeatable value. $495.00. Special sale $179.95 (+$4 UPS)

SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS
- Alpha Delta DX-SWL Sloper
- Eavesdropper Specify twin lead or coax type
- McKay Dymek DA1000 Active Antenna

The Cadillac of active antennas! $184.95 (+$4)

COMMUNICATIONS BOOKS
- Passport To Worldband Radio 1989 Ed.

By L. Magne. Graphic presentation of all SWBC stations. Receiver reviews too. $14.95. $12.88

MULTI-MODE CONVERTERS
- Universal M-7000

The Universal M-7000 will permit you to intercept and decode Morse code, various forms of RTTY, FDM and FAX. Simple connections to your receiver and video monitor will enable you to monitor with the most sophisticated surveillance decoder available. No computer is required. See the world of shortwave excitement you have been missing. Requires 115/230 AC 50/60 Hz. Starting at $999.00. Please write for full details.

FACSIMILE CONVERTERS
- Info-Tech M-800

Here is the inexpensive way to receive high resolution facsimile prints on your compatible plain paper dot matrix printer. No computer required. Receive shortwave and satellite maps, weather information, marine charts and press photos. Line or gray mode, all speeds and IOCs. Write for a free spec. sheet, list of compatible printers and a free pamphlet titled: Receiving Facsimile on Your Shortwave Radio.

Reg. $349.00
On Sale
Only $299.00
(+ $5 UPS)

STORE HOURS
Monday - Friday 10:00-5:30
Except Thursday 10:00-8:00
Saturday 10:00-3:00

We ship worldwide.
Visa, MC, Discover
Prices & specs, subject to change.

In business since 1942!
Used equip.
list available

Universal Shortwave Radio
1280 Aida Drive
Dept PC
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068
U.S.A.
Ohio: 614 866-4267 Toll Free: 800 431-3939
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SCAN Files Official Comments to FCC On Scanner Labeling

SCAN has filed its official comments to the FCC on the proposal to require labeling of scanners and other communications receivers to notify users of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. There were some difficult issues involved, but in general, we support the proposal. The FCC is to be applauded for resisting the intense pressure from some narrow interest groups to ban, or restrict, the frequency ranges of scanners. A notification label is a far superior solution and the FCC presented some solid reasoning and facts to back it up. Still, we have concerns and questions over the proposal and how it may be implemented. We'll let our reply comments speak for themselves.

Comments Of The Scanner Association Of North America

1. The Scanner Association of North America (hereinafter "SCAN") is a not-for-profit Illinois corporation founded in 1978. SCAN's statement of purpose, as contained in its incorporation records, is to act as "the unified voice of scanner operators in North America, dedicated to the advancement of scanner monitoring and to the mutual understanding between citizens, public safety officials and government." SCAN has a membership of over 20,000 readers monthly through the publication Popular Communications magazine. SCAN has worked closely with the law enforcement community. Use of scanners is endorsed by the International Association of Chiefs of Police and the National Sheriffs' Association in their Neighborhood Watch programs.

2. SCAN generally supports the thrust of NPRM, but takes issue with the statement, "prior to the enactment of the ECPEA, the degree to which the interception of radio communications was prohibited was unclear." (NPRM at 2) SCAN submits that following the ECPEA's enactment, the degree to which interception of radio communications was prohibited became not only more unclear, but positively opaque in some areas. For example, the ECPEA pronounced easily received radio communications to "be not accessible to the general public" (18 U.S.C. 2510(16)).

3. SCAN agrees with the Commission's observation that some classes of radio frequencies may be used for unprotected as well as protected communications. We concur with a requirement that receipt of certain frequencies be blocked or filtered "is not a practical one" (NPRM at 5). Frequency allocations are not static. Changes to the table of allocations and to the uses and services permitted are increasing. Particularly as new technologies are deployed, eventual modification and reclamation of the spectrum now used by certain classes of common carriers are not outside the realm of possibility.

4. Blocking of frequencies would have serious implications for vendors and users of radio test and laboratory equipment, who must have access to the entire radio spectrum for repair, educational and experimental purposes. If blocking were required, the Commission would probably have to issue licenses for some categories of test equipment, and might be pressed to investigate claims that some receiver types are "not sold for use by the general public."

5. SCAN believes that advisory labeling of cellular telephones and other kinds of ECPEA-protected transmitters is necessary as suggested by the Senate report language cited in the NPRM at 6. The Public Utilities Commission of the State of California found that sixty percent of cellular telephone owners and users were unaware of the potential lack of privacy of cellular originated calls. If directed cellular carriers to notify customers of the potential lack of privacy in conversations with a cellular telephone. SCAN believes nationwide implementation of this policy to be in the public interest.

6. SCAN believes that somewhere, in the owner's manual or elsewhere, is needed an clear explanation as is possible of "protected communications." The FCC's emphasis that "we are not suggesting that lengthy opinions accompany each scanner" (NPRM at 7) is no excuse for withholding thorough information on exactly what types of reception, under which circumstances, are prohibited by the ECPEA. Without such an explanation, the label might merely serve to disturb the consumer, or might convey the wholly unwarranted and highly objectionable impression that scanner purchase and use is automatically legally suspect. This is especially important given the fact that many scanner purchasers are law enforcement and fire personnel.

Other Comments Should Be Most Interesting

We wonder what the reaction will be from some of those in the cellular phone industry and others who have been pushing for manufacturing bans of equipment with certain frequency ranges. SCAN now has a professional representative in Washington following FCC Docket 88-281.

Comments On Ham's Loss Of 220-222 MHz Portion of 220-225 MHz Band

While most every licensed Amateur Radio has probably heard the news (and the decision may be under appeal as you read this) it appears as if the FCC has taken away part of the 220-225 MHz Amateur band and assigned it to narrow-band Private (commercial) Land Mobile two-way radio use. This is an unusual occurrence in modern times. Amateurs, through action by the American Radio Relay League (ARRL), plus license Amateurs in influential places and a very active and vocal Amateur community—almost always prevail . . . especially since the arguments they present are well thought out and based on solid fact. It was no different this time and a good case was made for the use of this spectrum for packet, repeater control links, and other applications beside the repeater input and outputs that were the basis for some of the FCC rationale in their initial proposal. Still, the FCC decision at this writing appears to be final.

We don't think the decision indicates any lack of support for amateur radio. Rather, we think it may be the first move by the commission to force better spectrum utilization. The call for using narrow-band technology in the reassigned spectrum is most significant. FM communications, such as you hear on your scanner, is a terrible waste of spectrum space. It's there because it is inexpensive to build, sounds good, and requires no operator skill. It also works (Continued on page 74)
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“Bang, bang... you're dead!” That old cry of kids playing at war is heard for real in all too many places around the globe. Wars, rebellions, guerrillas and uprisings are happening in a lot of places the average person isn’t aware of.

An early June column by James Reston in the New York Times summarized a report from the Washington, DC research institute World Priorities which says that, as of the end of 1987, there were some 25 wars of one sort or another taking place in various parts of the world. In fact, said the report, the number of conflicts was higher in 1987 than at any time since records have been kept. The study included only those conflicts accounting for more than 1,000 lives per year.

Reston noted that news about such wars is often limited by “indifference, censorship... and unwillingness on the part of major governments to share what information they have on these wars with the general public.” They are largely “forgotten wars.” Reston concluded by saying “As of now, if a war isn’t on television, it’s not happening.”

Television aside, those who are equipped with shortwave radio can get at least a little bit closer to what’s happening out there. And even if it’s not possible to tune in on direct reports from the countries involved—which, of course, are one-sided anyway—it’s still usually possible to get news via the larger international broadcasters providing service to the areas involved or special programs for that area. Thus, it’s easy to stay up with African events by following African-related programming on the BBC, Radio France International, Voice of America, Radio Netherlands and so on.

In most cases, though, the well-equipped shortwave monitor can receive broadcasts from the areas involved, though not so often with listenable clarity. Here, then, is our PopComm guide to tuning in on the war zones.

AFGHANISTAN—Although the Soviets have begun to pull their troops out of Afghanistan, the Mujahadeen continue to wage war and are expected to keep it up until the Soviet-backed Kabul government goes down. Since the Soviets came into the country in 1979, 14 thousand Soviet troops and 85 thousand Afghans have been killed (all figures quoted are from the World Priorities report). Radio Afghanistan is on the air with English programs at 0900 to 1030 on 4450, 6075, 9635, 15225 and 17665, beamed to south and southeast Asia and Europe at 1900-1930 on 9685 and 11755. Many of the transmitters used are actually located in the USSR.

The Mujahadeen opposition’s main clandestine outlet is the Voice of Unity, scheduled in Dari and Pushto at 0130-0230 and 11490, 12230 and 15685 and 1515-1615 on 12230, 15685 and 17540.

ANGOLA—Jonas Savimbi’s UNITA organization, with the support of the U.S. and South Africa, still fights to replace the Lunda government’s People’s Republic. Between the fighting in Angola and Namibia (see below) some 213 thousand have been killed since 1975. The government’s main station, Radio Nacional de Angola, is listed for English at 1600 to 1700 on 7245, 9535 and 11955 daily and from 1700 on weekends; though these segments include programs produced by other freedom groups and the station isn’t well heard in any case. Programming in Portuguese is sometimes offered around 0300 or 0400 on variable 4952. Several regional stations are rather harder to hear and often inactive.

The UNITA station, Voice of the Resistance of the Black Cockerel is occasionally noted at 0330 sign on in Portuguese on 4972 and also recently to 2100 sign off on 7145.

AFRICA—Since the end of the Cold War, the Horn of Africa and the central African countries have been relatively quiet, except for the 1986-88 Sudan civil war, the 1979-82 Iran-Iraq war and the 1975-89 Lebanese civil war. The Horn of Africa was relatively quiet until the 1986-88 Sudan civil war. This was the site of the 1979-82 Iran-Iraq war and the 1975-89 Lebanese civil war.

BURMA—Some 2,000 have died in Burma since 1985 as the Rangoon government fights against armed ethnic groups such as the Karen people who want their own separate nation. The Burma Broadcasting Service is best heard on its 4725 channel which carries a number of nationalities programs, form 1030 till 1445 or 1545 sign off, depending on what month it is. English from the BBS comes at inopportune times for reception in North America. At 0200 on 7185, at 0700 on 9730 and 1430 on 5985 but these are rarely, if ever, reported here. A station run by the Burmese military operates on 6570 and was widely heard around 1200 UTC during the past winter.

High power aside, Iran’s VOIRI is better heard here in Farsi than in English.
CAMBODIA—The Cambodian government, with strong Vietnamese military assistance, tries to hold power against a variety of anti-communist groups, including those led by Prince Sihanouk, the Khmer Rouge and Son Sann, an effort said to have cost 24,000 lives since 1979. The government's station, Voice of the Kampuchean People, has an English newscast at 1200 airing on 9695 and 11938 but it's a tough one to pick up.

Beijing facilities broadcast the Voice of Democratic Kampuchea at 0900-1000 on 15110 and 17680, 1300-1400 on 4130, 5150, 11675 and 15360, 1800-1900 on 7385 and 2330-0030 on 7350, 8345 and also 0400-0500 on 9440. The Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea also broadcasts from China, at 2310-0030, 0430-0630 and 1000-1530 on 5200, though it's been more recently heard on 5408. The Voice of the Khmer, believed based in the border area near Thailand is sometimes heard between 1100-1400 on 6325. None of these opposition station broadcasts any English.

CHAD—The government in N'djamena, with the help of the French, has fought Libyan troops on and off for several years; to the tune of 7,000 dead since 1980. Libyan leader Khadafi wants a leadership in Chad more amenable to his views. The government station, Radiodiffusion National Tchadienne has a tendency to come and go but when it is active, check 4904 for sign on around 0500. Programming is mostly in French. A regional government station, Radio Moundou in the far south, can sometimes be picked up from 0500 sign on in French and Arabic on 5288.

An opposition station, run by the Libyans, is Radio Bardai, sometimes audible to 2030 variable sign on 6009.

COLOMBIA—Communist guerrilla groups have been active within this country for some 30 years, accounting for about 1,000 dead every year. Colombia has a number of stations on shortwave, including the main [Caracol] network outlet on 4755 and that net's outlet in Neiva on 4945. Another easily heard Colombian is La Voz del Llanito at Villavicencio on variable 6117. All can be heard with programs in Spanish during the evenings and early morning hours. The government's Radio Nacional is sporadically active on 11795 at 1600-2130 and 0200-0600 and 15335 at 1600-0600. Frequencies may vary a bit. Programming is in Spanish and is largely classical music.

La Voz de Resistencia is operated by the opposition Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia but so far there have been only one or two reports of this being heard in the U.S. and then poorly. Broadcasts are Sunday only listed at 1600 on 10257, 1330 on 6835, 1630 on 7215, 2130 on 7422 and 2300 on 14285.

EL SALVADOR—One of shortwave's puzzles is why, with a multi-year guerrilla war still going on, the government never got its Radio Nacional station back on shortwave. No private shortwaves are on the air either so there's no way to get this one direct. The FMLN's Radio Venceremos is known even by people who don't own shortwave sets and can usually be found in the evenings floating or jumping around the area from 6550 on up. Venceremos can also be noted occasionally around 3465. 65 thousand have died since 1979.

ETHIOPIA—The Marxist government here still battles breakaway movements supporting independence for the provinces of Eritrea, Tigre and others. The Voice of Ethiopia operates from 1200 to 1900 on 9560 and can occasionally be heard during the latter part of that schedule. English is scheduled at 1500. An anti-government station, believed aird via the Sudan, is the Radio Voice of Ethiopian Unity which airs at 1800-2000 local languages on 7100 and 9425. The Eritrean and Tigre resistance radios are virtually never heard in North America. These conflicts and the famine related to it account for some half a million death since 1980.

GUATEMALA—The media rarely report on Guatemala, yet the World Priorities report states that 138 thousand have died since 1966 in guerrilla raids and assassinations. There are a number of Guatemalan stations active on shortwave, though all but the government station are religious/cultural broadcasters. TGW—the national Guatemalan radio—is recently being heard on 6180 very late at night.

The URNG opposition has local Wednesday and Friday broadcast on variable 6970 from around 0000, in Spanish and usually with weak to fair signals at best.

INDIA—Separatist violence in India has cost 5,000 lives since 1984, including that of former leader, Indira Gandhi. All India Radio has an extensive, multi-language schedule and seems slowly to be building its shortwave broadcast power and schedule. At present, English from AIR is probably best received in North America at 1530 on 9950 and 11620. There are no known opposition broadcasts on shortwave at this time.

INDONESIA—The government seized the eastern half of the island of Timor in 1975, a quarter century after the Dutch half automatically became part of Indonesia at the country's creation. East Timor elements have supported violent resistance to Jakarta since and even several years later tourists were not allowed in without military permit. There are no reliable estimates of the death toll over the East Timor problem. The Voice
The battle against the government in Luanda has been waged for years by the UNITA opposition. A programming meeting at All India Radio. India has ethnic separatist problems to deal with.

of Indonesia from Jakarta has English daily at 1500 on 11790 and 15150. Radio Republic Indonesia, at Dili, East Timor, is a difficult log on nominal 3306 around sunrise in North America. The local broadcasts are in Indonesian, of course.

IRAN—The full-fledged conflict with Iraq had, by the end of 1987, cost an estimated 377 thousand lives on both sides. The high power transmitters of the Voice of the Islamic Republic of Iran don't carry English at the best times for North America. Currently scheduled at 1130-1230 on 11790, 1330-1430 on 9520 and 9685; 1930-2030 on 9022 and 3778. 15084, largely in Farsi, is receivable most of the day and evening. There are numerous anti-Khomeini broadcasters—too many to include here, especially since the other side of the war question can be received directly. Time will tell if the truth has any lasting value.

IRAQ—Ever so slowly Iraq was winning the war it started with Iran, even though no true once-and-for-all can yet be claimed. Radio Baghdad has two hour broadcast in English for North America, currently aired at 0000-0200 on 11775. There's also English for Europe at 2000-2200 on 9770 and 15230 which should be receivable here.

LAOS—Government forces are still battling against various ethnic groups which once served the US during the Vietnamese war and now get their support from the Chinese. Lao National Radio is a rough one to log in North America. There's a 15 minute newscast in English at 1345 on 7111 variable but it's heard only rarely. The regional station at Savannakhet doesn't have English but is perhaps better received on 7385 variable from 1100 to 1330. The main national station is also relayed via Radio Moscow facilities in France for Europe at 1100 to 1130 on 15190. The tally for the Laos/Vietnam area amounts to 30 thousand since 1979.

LEBANON—Reception of any broadcasts from this torn and tattered land are difficult. The government broadcaster hasn't been on shortwave for years and the other active stations are heard only occasionally and not with much strength. 52 thousand have died in the Lebanese turmoil since 1982. High Adventure Ministries (KVOH in California) operates the Voice of Hope in Southern Lebanon with programs in English, Arabic and other languages daily form 0300 on 6280. The Phalangist Party runs the Radio Voice of Lebanon on 6550 with an 0400 sign on. A third station, the Druse run Voice of the Mountain is listed for operation on 6052 but it's very likely this one is not active.

MOZAMBIQUE—The Marxist government here has had the Mozambique National Resistance snapping at its heels for years, to the point where Mozambique is in very sad shape. The resistance, known as Renamo, is accused of numerous atrocities against the civilian population. Radio Mozambique is listed for English at 1100-1130 and 1800-1900 on 9525 and 1118. But better reception opportunities exist for the broadcasts in Portuguese with sign on at 0255 on 7240, 0400 on 9618 and 11818 and 0255 on 3210. Or try the interprovincial service from 0255 on 7110 or 3338. 400 thousand have been killed here since 1981.

NAMIBIA—South Africa retains control over Namibia (Southwest Africa) despite efforts by the UN to wrest it away and make it an independent state. That's what the Southwest Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) wants, too, and it runs a resistance effort out of neighboring Angola—one reason why South Africa is also involved in Angola. The Southwest Africa Broadcasting Corporation operates on shortwave from 2100 to 0400 (to 0500 on Sundays) and 0440 to 0610 Mondays to Fridays on 3270, 3290, 4930 and 4965. The two 90 meter channels will be most often heard.

SWAPO produces the 'Voice of Namibia' program which is carried on several African stations. Best bet would be via Radio Nacional Angola at 1630 on 9535 or 11955 though it's not well or often heard.

NICARAGUA—This hardly qualifies as a 'forgotten war' and, despite peace talks, is not over yet. The government's Voice of Nicaragua is active again on 6100 with English at 0300 and 0600 and Spanish at other times. Contra stations Radio Liberation operates on 5889 around 1100-1200 and 0100-0300 and Radio Liberacion/SSRN sometimes (till going by the older Radio Quince de Septiembre name) operates on 5929 and 6215 with broadcasts in local evenings. The Nicaraguan conflict has cost 30 thousand lives since 1981.

PERU—The Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) marxist guerrillas have run a terror, bombing and assassination campaign in
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The Catholic station Radio Veritas in the southern portion of Peru for years and accounted for 10 thousand deaths since 1981. There are dozens of broadcasters in Peru but not many can be heard well and reliably. Many operate with low power in the tropical bands and on low frequency out of band shortwave channels. Three of the more regularly heard are Radio Union in Lima on 6115 slightly variable, Radio Ancash on variable 4990, and Radio San Martin on 4810. All in Spanish and hearable in the mid to late evenings and early mornings.

The Philippines—A communist guerilla army has plauged the current government and the Marcos government before it, costing 60 thousand lives since 1970. Government broadcasts on shortwave have seemed to shrivel during the past few years, down to nothing, or virtually so. The Catholic station Radio Veritas Asia has English for Asia at 0130-0200 on 15330 and 15365 and 1000-1500 on 9495 and 1130 to 1400 on 9670, to 1430 on 15465.

South Africa—the African National Congress (ANC) takes violent exception to the South African government's race policies. ANC efforts plus riots and such have cost 4 thousand lives since 1985. Radio RSA is perhaps the easiest station to hear of all those in the "war zones". There's a two hour broadcast in English daily for North America at 0200-0400 on 6010, 9580 and 9615. The ANC produces its 'Radio Freedom' broadcast and has it running on several African stations but, like SWAPO's effort, it's not heard well here. Try at 1730 over Angolan radio on 9535 and 11955.

Sri Lanka—Although relatively quiet now, the Tamil separatist movement got so rough Indian troops had to be called in. 6 thousand have died since 1984. Best bets to hear the Sri Lankan Broadcasting Corporation appear to be between 1215-1515 in English on 9720 and 1500-1700 on 15425. Trans World Radio, the religious station, via SLBC facilities is scheduled at 1200-1330 on 11920, 1335-1425 on 11895, 1430-1535 on 11830 and 1515-1545 on 11895.

The Sudan—The southern Christian part of the country, represented by the Sudan People's Liberation Movement/Army is trying to achieve independence for the southern portion. Things are made no easier with great numbers of refugees from wars in Chad and Ethiopia and problems with Libya to the north. The toll in the Sudan is 10 thousand since '84. The government's national radio is listed for 5039 at 0400 sign on but hasn't been reported recently. The government also seems to be running something called National Unity Radio, in Arabic from 1400-1500 on 9435. The resistance station, Radio SPLA, is on from 1100-1400 on 9550 and 11710. An English news cast goes on 1300.

Uganda—Still suffering violent fallout from the Amin years, Uganda counts 102 thousand dead since 1981 thanks to fighting between various tribal groups and political factions. Radio Uganda is not often reported but is believed still active at 0300 sign on with English, either on 4976 or 5027.

Western Sahara—The Polisario front seeks independence for this tiny strip of what is now southern Morocco. The Polisario group says the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic established in 1976 is recognized by some 70 countries. The effort has, so far, cost 10 thousand lives. The Polisario Front has a program called the Voice of the Free Sahara (La Voix du Sahara Libre) which runs at 2200-2300 daily over Algerian radio on 9640 and 15215 which has been heard by a number of North American DXers.

Moroccan government radio, Radiodiffusion Television Marocaine, now carries some English language programming, most recently scheduled at 1630 to 1700 on 17595 and 1700-1800 on 17815. And that is, the deadly story. Times and frequencies quoted are subject to change at any time.

Since the end of the World War Two in 1945 the death toll from wars, rebellions and other conflicts—including the current sore spots in this article—totals an estimated 17 million people, according to the World Priorities report.

As average citizens there isn't a lot we can do bring an end to this seemingly endless pattern of conflict and killing. But as people equipped to listen in on the voices of the world, we can at least do that much and thus become more aware of what's happening out in the world beyond TV's coverage.
Extending UHF Scanner Reception

By Breaking a Few “Rules” It’s Possible To Double The Receiving Distance Your Scanner Can Copy Between 400 and 900 MHz. A Neat Trick!

BY CHANDLER HARRISON, KCT1JX

How would you like to make your scanner reach out further than ever before on the UHF bands? I found a good way to accomplish this by trying an idea that I had been chewing on for a long time. Aside from the fact that purists may scoff, it really works.

My location is in Connecticut, slightly more than fifty (air) miles from New York City. While I enjoy monitoring my local public safety services, there’s far more of an exciting variety going on in the Big Apple. When I got started in scanning, years ago, most of the NYC public safety comms were taking place in the VHF bands and I had no trouble hearing them.

Like many major cities, NYC eventually began shifting much of their vital comms to the UHF bands. Also, there has been an increasing amount of activity there noted by business, federal agency, and other communicators, to say nothing of 800 MHz operations. What I did find, sadly, was that while I was in range on VHF, when it came to anything above 400 MHz, I was mostly out of range with just about every type of scanner antenna I tried. Seems that UHF signals just don’t have the punch of those below 174 MHz.

Other scanner owners from around the nation have also complained that they can’t copy distant UHF communications. Problem was that there hasn’t been much that you could do about the situation. I heard about a Utah scanner owner located in the sticks who got good 450 to 512 MHz coverage when he hooked his scanner to the beam he had put up for use on the 420 to 450 MHz ham band. Said that gave a big boost to his listening range. I checked out this idea and came to the conclusion that if a person already had an existing yagi for that ham band, it’s excellent to use for a scanner operating between 400 and 512 MHz. That is, providing the antenna is mounted for vertical signal polarity.

Buying a large beam for this band, however, starts to get expensive (I priced a 24-element beam at $90). Also, someone who uses this arrangement tells me that reception above 512 MHz is only so-so, at best.

In looking over the frequencies involved (400 to 900 MHz) I noted that the so-called UHF-T band (470 to 512 MHz), as well as the 800 MHz cellular and industrial bands have all been carved out of unused UHF-TV channel space. The UHF-TV band, it should be recalled, runs continuously from Channel 14 (470 MHz) through to Channel 83 (890 MHz).

That is to say, a UHF TV antenna is designed to cover just about all of the frequency spectrum I wanted to monitor with increased distance. Of course, TV antennas are intended to receive signals that are horizontally polarized, while two-way communications are vertically polarized. Also, TV antennas are designed to be used with 300-ohm twinlead while scanners are designed to be fed with 52-ohm coaxial cable. The basic idea was most certainly there, somewhere.

In looking through a Radio Shack catalog, I spotted their largest, highest gain, super-duper whizbang UHF-TV antenna was the Archer U-120. This has 33-elements and sells for about $35. The specs claimed that it offered reception “up to 120 miles.” That meant reception of TV station signals,
Modifying the antenna for receiving vertically polarized signals was simple. Drilling through the aluminum took only a few seconds.

and they run tens of thousands of watts (ERP). Two way communications stations run only a minute fraction of that kind of power, and their antennas are usually not located as high. So, all things considered, I was hoping that I might be able to use it for receiving communications from 50 to 60 miles away and I didn’t feel that was expecting too much... that is, if it worked at all in this type of application. I took a chance on my hunch.

Getting Started

The Archer U-120 is built on an 8 ft. boom; everything is aluminum and the whole thing weighs only a couple of pounds. The carton it comes in is long and bulky, since it has to accommodate the 8 ft. boom. The antenna comes almost entirely preassembled.

The first major consideration was that the antenna is intended for being mounted (by means of two U-bolts) for reception of horizontally polarized TV signals. The holes for the U-bolts (predrilled in the main boom and shorter support boom) were examined and it was determined that the antenna could very easily be modified for vertical polarity, mounting by drilling new mounting holes in the main boom. That’s all there was to the modification. Using a felt point marker, a U-bolt was held up against the boom and the drilling points were marked. The aluminum drilled through like butter.

The catalog claimed that the elements “simply snap open.” The two “wing elements” do snap into place, however, you’ll need a screwdriver to help you pop their fourteen tubular reflecting elements into position. The instruction sheet shows how. Nothing to this at all.

Once you’ve inserted some plastic plugs in the ends of the booms (to keep out the rain), you suddenly realize that it’s practically ready to put upon the roof and you’ve on-

Double check the new mounting holes to make certain the spacing is correct. This can be done by dropping in one of the U-bolts used for mounting.

Feed Me, Feed Me!

Next on the agenda was addressing the 300- to 50 ohm feedline disparity. Actually, there was no simple solution to getting a 300 ohm antenna matched a 50 ohm scanner input. I opted for a quick-and-dirty solution that goes against common sense, lots of rules, as well as the advice of several purists and experts. I picked up an antenna-mounted

The reflecting elements pop into their slots with the aid of a screwdriver.
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To match the 300-ohm antenna to 75-ohm coaxial cable you'll need a matching transformer. Here's how the Archer 15-1143 looked on its instruction card.

300-to-75 ohm matching transformer (Radio Shack 15-1143) for $4 and attached it to the antenna's input point. In a flash, and without any tools, this turned my antenna into one with a 75 ohm feed point that could be fed with 75-ohm coaxial terminating in one of those awful little F-type connectors used in TV work.

My decision was to feed the signals to my scanner with 75-ohm cable, despite the impedance mismatch. It was less of a mismatch than I started out with, in any event. Even though there would be some reduction in system efficiency due to this mismatch, if I picked up any distant UHF signals at all, I'd still be better off than I had been. That's what my hope was.

Therefore, I obtained a 50 ft. length of 75 ohm low-loss foam coaxial cable, complete with F-type connectors at each end (Radio Shack 15-1526, about $9). One end of this cable has a rubber weather boot that can be slipped over the connection to the matching transformer. A similar boot is supplied with the matching transformer; throw it away. Then, I put electrical tape over the ends of the weather boot to further weather-proof this connection.

Up, Up and Away!

The antenna was then ready for placement on the roof. I decided to attach it to an existing mast that runs up along the side of the house, being careful to make certain it wasn't possible for it to come into contact with overhead power lines during or after installation.

I found that it was most easily mounted by two persons, one holding the antenna while the other attaches the U-bolts. The antenna was aimed towards the general direction of the target receiving area.

The other end of the coaxial cable was dropped down and the F-type connector was slipped off so the cable could be fed through the wall and into the shack. After the business-end of the cable was through the wall, a standard PL-259 plug was soldered on, which I use with a type UG-255/U adapter to connect to my scanner (which has a BNC-type fitting). All my downleads terminate in PL-259 plugs in

An existing and unused mast was selected.

This antenna, although large, doesn't weigh very much. I had one person hold it in place while I attached it to the mast.
order to enable to attach them (sometimes via assorted adapters) to various pieces of equipment. I could have optionally soldered on a male BNC-type (UG-88) plug for hooking to the scanner without the need for the adapter.

**The Test of Steel**

After crossing my fingers, I programmed a bunch of New York City UHF frequencies into the scanner and let the scanning begin. I'm not going to tell you that distant UHF stations came booming in and cracked the glass in the frame of Granny's photo. Neither am I claiming that each and every frequency I would have liked to monitor produced results for me.

But, lots of UHF frequencies I had selected were observed as being active with readable communications. Those very same frequencies had never before produced even a peep for me, no matter what I had tried in the past. Signals between 800 and 900 MHz were also copied. So were signals in the 406 to 450 Mhz band (even though they were beyond the primary frequency range of the U-120 beam). I fact was, that I found that the antenna did a reasonably good job of picking up VHF high-band (150 to 174 MHz) signals, as well as signals coming from areas outside of the main direction of its beam.

On this basis, I'd have to say that I have substantially improved my ability to hear distant UHF stations. I would recommend this system to the many other scanner owners who share my desire to monitor UHF stations beyond the normal distance range of their stations. It was relatively inexpensive and easy to put into operation.

The thought has occurred to me that it might be interesting to see what would happen if this antenna was put on a rotor in order to point it at many different areas of interest. And, what about adding a 10 dB in-line TV signal booster to the system? They're only about $16 and could further increase weak signal UHF monitoring. Might be worth a try.
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Monitoring Our Protected Airspace

Tune In On Military Comms From Those Who Watch For Intruder Aircraft or Missiles!

BY HARRY CAUL, KIL9XK

There's no doubt about the fact that a significant amount of effort is put forth to protect our nation's borders from unauthorized entry and enemy attack. While much of this surveillance is carried out by satellites and other systems beyond the monitoring abilities of the average scanner or communications receiver owner, still, there are ways at least some of this activity can be monitored.

FACSFAC

One such system is called FACSFAC, the acronym for Fleet Area Control and Surveillance Facility. The Navy FACSFAC mission is to provide scheduling, communications links, control, containment, coordination, Search and Rescue, and a variety of other services to all other military and civil aircraft operating in the Warning Areas and offshore Operating Areas (OPAREAS) along the U.S. Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts, and around Hawaii.

Giant Killer is the tactical ID for FACSFAC at the Oceana NAS, VA. This station operates USB on 2252 and 4373 kHz. In the VHF aero band, it can be monitored on 127.65, 135.225, 133.725, 135.875 MHz. In the military UHF band, listen on 233.7, 239.2, 249.8, 251.6, 255.0, 305.0, 310.1, 338.1 and 350.0 MHz.

Seabreeze is FACSFAC, Pensacola, FL. Listen on HF (USB mode) on 6835 kHz. VHF operations are on 118.425 MHz. Other operations are on the UHF military band on 274.2, 275.6, 280.7, 303.4, 306.8, 313.2, 346.5, 353.2, 362.8, 382.0, 383.8 and 385.2 MHz.

Beaver is FACSFAC, Pensacola, FL. Listen on HF (USB mode) on 6835 kHz. VHF operations are on 118.425 MHz. Other operations are on the UHF military band on 274.2, 275.6, 280.7, 303.4, 306.8, 313.2, 346.5, 353.2, 362.8, 382.0, 383.8 and 385.2 MHz.

NORAD

Another group watching the airspace over North America is North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), composed primarily of Air Force components. NORAD is headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and remote transmitter sites are located in several areas distant from HQ. NORAD's HF (USB mode) communications have been monitored on 4872, 5297, 6708, 9023, 9723, 9793, 11441, 14894 and 20855 kHz. The UHF military band frequencies commonly attributed to NORAD include: 228.7, 233.6, 239.2, 239.2, 251.8, 254.2, 255.8, 258.0, 260.8, 264.6, 270.2, 273.4, 276.1, 278.4, 283.8, 288.7, 299.5, 312.8, 313.6, 318.4, 320.6, 329.0, 338.1, 355.2, 361.6, 361.8, 364.2 and 364.9 MHz.

Tactical ID's recently used by NORAD stations include: Ringmaster, Dragnet, Dragnet Tango, Dragnet Victor, Challenge Charlie, Goliath, Arizona Pete, Huntress, Incognito, Celestial Gulf, Fred and Band saw Gulf.

Monitoring NORAD frequencies produces plenty of training exercises with no shortage of "angels," "bogies," and reports of vectors. If it were real, it would indeed be horrifying. Even when you know it's just an exercise, it still manages to bring a chill to the spine with very little difficulty.

There are, of course, other military activities concerned with watching the protected airspace around the edges of our nation. These, however, are the ones that seem to be easiest to monitor and which are most often reported.

A report of an unknown aircraft approaching our borders causes lots of aircraft to take flight from our bases. This, in turn, generates much two-way communication activity you can monitor.
Several professional monitoring agencies, in fact, have subscriptions to Monitoring Times. That’s because every month Monitoring Times offers the latest in:
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Radio, As It Was

How About Those Stations That Were once On The Air?

BY ALICE BRANNIGAN

When it comes to floating radio stations, history has mostly failed to record four unique seagoing stations that began their careers in the late 1930's under the German flag. These were not only floating radio stations, but also refueling points for long distance airmail flights between Germany and South America.

This intercontinental mail service began operation in 1935, and to accommodate planes on flights, Duetsche Lufthansa converted several ships. This included the old freighter S. S. Westfalen (5,400 gross tons, built 1906), M. V. Schwabenland (8,200 gross tons, built 1925 as the liner Schwarzenfels), and the M. V. Ostmark (1,300 gross tons, built 1936). These ships were stationed about 600 miles off the coasts of Africa and South America.

The aircraft wouldn't actually land on the decks of the ships, they would land on the water, using their pontoons. A crane would lift them aboard, where they would be serviced and refueled. Takeoffs were from the decks by means of catapult.

The star of the fleet was the M. V. Friesenland, the only ship specifically designed and built for this purpose. It was built in 1937; a 5,400 gross ton vessel, 427 ft. in length.

The communications equipment was most impressive. A 3 kW low frequency transmitter (100 to 500 kHz range) was employed for radiobeacon purposes. The shortwave

The M/V Friesenland was a floating communications and aircraft service station put in the South Atlantic by Germany just prior to WWII.

The elaborate radio shack aboard the M/V Friesenland had three operating positions.

Diagram of the Spanga station's antenna reveals that the radiating element was the 450 ft. vertical that was supported by cables strung between the two large masts. This arrangement made it possible to connect 3-phase AC of 30 KVA to the antenna in order to keep it clear of snow and ice.

Aboard the Friesenland, two shortwave transmitters are seen at the left. The 3 kW longwave radiobeacon transmitter is at the far right.

A Blohm and Voss freight carrier seaplane gets ready to land near the Friesenland's stern. Note crane at the left, catapult to the right.
We ran this photo of the station in Spanga, Sweden, last June and asked our readers for more details. Two readers in Sweden obliged and advised that the station operated between 1930 and 1956.

One of the towers atop the Bigelow Building in Seattle. Turns out it was once used by colorful broadcaster KXA.

Fifty years ago, these threads were predicted as what we would all be wearing in 1989, as envisioned by Vogue Magazine. The belt contained a two-way radio, the hat supported an "halo" type antenna.

A QSL from KXA dated 1936. Courtesy of Joe Hueber.

 equipent (3300 to 20000 kHz capabilities) ran 600 watts, with a backup rig of 150 watts. There were no less than six receivers, each with a range of 15 to 20000 kHz.

Of the ship's crew of sixty, there were enough radio operators to keep the station staffed with two (sometimes three) people on duty at all times. Usually two handled traffic and one tended the radiobeacon and direction finding gear (there were backup radiobeacon and direction finding stations installed in addition to the primary units).

Whether these vessels were placed in operation with an eye towards their eventual military potentials is speculative, although probable. After war was declared, the Schwabenland acted as a ruthless South Atlantic raider and sank several ships (among them the Booth liner Clement), before being sunk herself.

Update

In the July issue we ran a photo of an apparent broadcast tower on the roof of an office building in Seattle, WA. We asked if anybody knew what station is, or was, hooked to that structure. Our question brought in many responses, including one from John W. Price, an engineer at KEZX-AM/FM in Seattle; from Dean Manley, of Honolulu; from John S. Dresser, of KMPH-TV in Fresno; Jim Murphy of Montrose (CO); Pat Martin, of Seaside (OR); Jerry Starr, of WHOT in Youngstown, OH; and Jack Strayer, of WA.

These good folks all knew that the towers once belonged to Seattle broadcaster KXA, which operated on 1290, 1260, 980, 560, 1080, 760, and ultimately 770 kHz. Between 1924 (when it began broadcasting) and 1927, the station used the call signs KFXQ, KTCI, KGFA, and KXA, later changing to the present call sign of KRPM (and running a country music format over its 50 kW transmitter).

Jerry Starr claims the original station, KFXQ, was built for the famous bootlegger Roy Olmstead and featured a program where "Aunt Vivian" was actually Mrs. Olmstead, and her apparent kiddie stories contained coded instructions for Mr. Olmstead's extensive network of bootleggers and fleet rumrunners. By 1925, Prohibition agents figured out the ruse and shut down KFXQ. It was off the air for several months, until a new management team could lease the facilities.

The towers in the photo are on the Bigelow Building and were erected about 1941 and supported a "T" type antenna which was in use for many years. The antenna for the station was eventually replaced by the more common ground-mounted vertical radiator type—and at another location.

The old rooftop wire broadcasting antennas are virtually gone, points out Jerry Starr. In the west, the last ones left are those of KGFJ (Los Angeles) and KPPC (Pasadena). In the east, there's only WAJ, Grove City, PA. Others are operational, but maintained only for back-up use—like KDKA's in Allison Park, PA. Some of the old towers still stand, but the antenna systems they once held are long gone (as with the antenna system once used by WBZA, Springfield, MA).

Looks as though the old Bigelow Building in Seattle is to be torn down, thus removing the picturesque old KXA towers from the Seattle skyline. Very sad. We do appreciate all the information supplied on KXA's tower.

KTHS Thoughts

On a happier note, our report on Arkansas station KTHS (July issue) mentioned that the wonderful rural comedy team
One of our readers provided the operating specs for this WWII spy transceiver. Says it ran 5 watts and had a 500 mile range!

(LUM and Abner) got their start on this station in 1931. That brought a letter from reader Sam A. Brown, V.P. and co-founder of the National Lum and Abner Society, the NLAS exists to keep alive the memory of these two cranky characters whose antics filled the airwaves for twenty-three years. A yearly convention is held in Pine Ridge (formerly Waters), AR each June and attracts fans from across the nation. They publish (6 times a year) a newsletter, and can be contacted in care of Tim Hollis, Route 3, Box 110, Dora, AL 35062. Incidentally, the original Lum and Abner programs are available for use on commercial broadcast stations from Program Distributors, Jonesboro, AR. The NLAS also maintains a tape library for use by members.

**Undercover Rig**

Also in July, we ran a photo of a WWII British spy transceiver in a small suitcase, although we didn’t give any details of the unit shown. That rewarded us with a letter from “Poco,” in Cherryfield, ME who reveals that this unit ran 5 watts from 3200 to 9000 kHz, in two bands. It weighed in at about 5.5 lbs, had a 2-tube (crystal oscillator and amplifier) transmitter coupled with a 4-tube superhet receiver. The suitcase in which this set was housed measured only 13 by 9 by 4 inches, adding only 3.5 lbs to weight of the radio alone. Poco reports that it was much admired by experts and regularly handled comms on 500-mile circuits. In fact, he is presently using a similar set that was made from WWII-era parts and finds it very reliable.

In addition to our information (in July) on German WWII submarine comms, Poco advises that during that war, he was involved with communications intelligence work relating to Nazi sub wolfpacks. He says to add to our list of German coastal stations used for wolfpack tcf, station MMA, located southeast of Paris, France and operating on 7770, 9965, and 13665 kHz (as well as other frequencies).

Poco, by the way, is a cryptology fan as well as a member of the ACA.

**Digging Back to June**

Our mystery photo in the June issue was of an imposing broadcast station in “Span-ga,” which we surmised was in Sweden. That was enough to bring in letters from...
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Johnny Larsson, SM2FIJ, of Boden, Sweden; also from Haken Widenstedt, Swedish Telecom Radio, Ystad, Sweden.

Both readers advised that this station was, indeed, located in Sweden, about two miles to the northwest of Stockholm. It operated from 1930 to 1956, broadcasting the Swedish National Programme on 689 kHz (later changed to 704 kHz).

The transmitter was a 75 kW Marconi type that was usually run at about 55 kW. The towers were 450 ft. tall and separated by 720 ft. These towers supported an antenna consisting of three vertical copper wires supported by cables strung between the masts. The station was replaced by a 150 kW station on 773 kHz located in Nacka - which, itself, was replaced in 1985 by the 600 kW station on 1179 kHz in Solvesborg.

New Business

Having taken care of old business, let’s go to a question posed by John M. Dresser, Fresno, CA. John tells us that he’s been trying to track down information on an old station, KCRJ in Jerome, AZ. He asks if we can tell him the frequency, or anything else about this station.

Well, for starters, we do know that Jerome, AZ is presently classified as a ghost town, although there are 400 people still living there in a quaint arts and crafts community (at least that’s what it was two years ago when I visited Jerome).

Jerome is located on the side of 7,700 ft. Mingus Mountain, which was a huge pile of copper ore when the town was built up in the 1890’s. By 1929, Jerome was a thriving community of 15,000 souls whose livelihoods were based on the extensive mining operations.

Years of intensive mining, however, riddled Mingus Mountain with 85-miles of mine tunnels which began to undermine Jerome. Add to this, the effects of heavy winter rains, leakage from the Jerome water supply, plus the earth shocks from the many underground explosive charges connected to the mining operation on Mingus Moun-
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tain, and the city of Jerome was in trouble. When the powder shack blew up, that was all Jerome needed to start sliding slowly and gracefully down the slopes of Mingus Mountain—the entire city! It's still sliding. The jail is now 300 feet from where it once was. Between the moving town, plus labor problems, the big mine was shut down in 1953, and that was the end of Jerome. There were only 100 residents left there at the time.

In its halycon years, the late 1920's and early 1930's, Jerome was by no means a rinkydink little mining camp. You can still see its large and impressive buildings even though the adobe and brick walls are cracking. Most buildings are unsafe and abandoned, although Jerome covers a large area. What with $29- million per year in copper being extracted from Jerome's mine, there were many features of civilization there not found in other mining communities, like schools, movie theatres, and the radio broadcasting station.

KCRJ went on the air about 1930, being licensed for 100 watts into a 145 ft. tower on 1310 kHz. It was owned by Charles C. Robinson, 711 Main Street, in Jerome. The station appeared to thrive for about ten years, and by 1940, was running 250 watts. In early 1941, it shifted frequency to 1340 kHz, and was owned by the Central Arizona Broadcasting Co. But, the station's shifting frequency was less important to its fate than Jerome's shifting streets. It wasn't long before the fortunes of KCRJ slid down the hill along with all of the buildings in Jerome. By 1945, KCRJ was silent.

You can still visit Jerome, it's 78 miles southwest of Flagstaff on Alternate Route 89. But don't listen for KCRJ, it's one of the eerie ghosts of Jerome's glorious past. Gone, but not still totally forgotten!

**Still In Training**

In several recent issues, I've presented information on novel experimental stations located aboard railroad trains. For whatever reasons, this information has brought in lots of mail asking for more coverage of this type of daring experimentation during radio's "golden era." Glad to be of service, but I'm beginning to run out of trains!

I do have good ol' WOEG, a railroad-borne station that ran 50 watts on 2000 kHz. This operated in 1939 aboard the Union Pacific's Century of Progress exhibition train that went across the nation from the west coast to Boston, MA. General Electric's station WGY (Schenectady, NY) built this station in a specifically constructed, soundproofed room in a standard baggage car which followed the 2-unit 5,000 h.p. diesel-electric "EMD" E-series locomotive, headed up by an antique wood burning puffer from an earlier era.

WOEG's antenna ran for 200 ft., and was stretched out on top of three railroad cars. The stations average transmitting range was 15 to 20 miles, and its transmissions were intended for pickup and re-broadcast by the

NBC Radio Network from various locations enroute.

This month, I leave you with a look towards the future, at least the future as it looked fifty years ago to the editors of Vogue magazine. In the February 1939 issue of Vogue, they presented the startling photo showing what they thought a person from fifty years hence (that's now) might be wearing. The main features of the outfit are a personal two-way radio transceiver in the wide belt. It's fed into an outrageous "halo" hat which serves the transceiver's antenna.

Don't laugh! It's probably the next stage in the design of cellular telephones. Still, the whole outfit's not quite as comfortable looking as a Calvin T-shirt, a pair of Levi 501's, and a quarter hidden away in the Addidas for use in a pay phone.

See you next issue? Hope so!

**For 25 years, our people have endured long hours and tough working conditions for no pay.**

**And 9 out of 10 would do it again.**

**TO FIND OUT WHY**
call (316) 263-2100
or write
**REACT INTERNATIONAL, INC.**
242 Cleveland
Wichita, KS 67214
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Calls Of The Wild

What do people talk about in their private telephone conversations? They reveal their personal and business secrets and problems, plan felonies, wheel and deal, buy stocks, make investments, offer/accept bribes/kickbacks, get engaged and divorced, accuse, cheat, conduct lurid and illicit romances, deal in drugs, brag, spy, plot, arrange little wars, get hired and fired, gripe about money, lie, argue, engage in highly charged family hassles, cry, beg forgiveness, make indecent proposals, gossip, spread rumors, ridicule their neighbors and co-workers, and more. These are business leaders, politicians, professional people, members of the news media, show business celebrities, and the people who live next door to you. It’s juicier than any soapopera ever hoped to be, and it’s all real and taking place “live” and spontaneously.

By R. L. Slattery

Thanks to a host of telephone technologies (many perfected in recent years), lots of these telephone conversations are going out over the airwaves via cellular and other car phones, cordless telephones, ship/shore radio, high seas radio, phones aboard airliners, and other sources.

Few people engaged in these conversations appear not to have the foggiest idea that their chats can be readily monitored by persons with standard scanners and communication receivers tuning the HF, VHF and UHF ranges. This has spawned a new “insider” underground pastime, eavesdropping on those calls. It’s also become a valuable tool used by private investigators, intelligence gathering and law enforcement agencies, and the news media. This, despite virtually unenforceable legislation enacted to try and dissuade the public from listening in on at least some of these private conversations. If anything, that has served only to create an even bigger interest in eavesdropping.

Everybody has a bit of “snoop” in them. Probably the biggest busybody of all is Uncle Sam, himself, who (via his CIA, NSA, and several other agencies) eavesdrops on the world’s telephone calls by means of many terrestrial and satellite-borne monitoring facilities.

A new 160-page illustrated book, Tune In On Telephone Calls, by Tom Kneitel provides all of the details on how average people are using scanners and communications receivers to do this eavesdropping. In 21 chapters, Tom explains how and where the calls are to be heard, he discusses the equipment needed, tips and techniques, the relevant laws, the types of calls being monitored, the bands and frequencies used. In fact, the book contains several thousand specific station and frequency listings throughout the U.S. and Canada used for these telephone calls on the (1600 kHz to 22 MHz) shortwave and scanner (VHF/UHF) bands. One-way radio paging is also covered. The book has many photos and other illustrations. It is the A-to-Z of using a scanner and shortwave receiver to tune in on telephone calls from homes, cars, offices, ships, airliners, Air Force 1 and other VIP military aircraft, trains, MARS stations, hams, oil drilling platforms, and whatever. These calls take place every hour of the day and night, seven days a week. Indeed, they are plentiful.

The old “party line” telephone may be a thing of the past, but people can still listen in. Tune In On Telephone Calls tells the whole story of just how easy it’s been done using hobby-type receiving equipment. There are many extra tidbits scattered throughout.

One is the sneaky (and illegal) way some folks have car phones without shelling out $600 to $2,500 for a cellular unit. Without paying a monthly service charge, without spending 55 cents per minute air time for incoming as well as outgoing calls. They’ve done it with $160 transceivers, no monthly service charge, no charge for incoming calls, and less than $4 each for outgoing 3-minute local calls! He also explains how folks with ham tickets legally get free car phone telephone calls. Then, how people using the cheaper model “numeric” beepers have figured out how to make them do the work of the more expensive “alpha numeric” type pagers. Lots of interesting information like this throughout the book.

Live Free And Scan!

The Third Edition of Bob Coburn’s Official New Hampshire Scanner Guide is out, and looking plumper and more informative than ever. This edition has 223 pages and has an updating on all of its listings.

Listings are shown by community, with a master cross-reference according to frequency, callsign, and licensee. Included are state, county, and local systems along with system maps, codes, signals, frequency usage information and many other vital pieces of information.

It should be pointed out that business and industrial licensees, including those in the 800 MHz band, are part of this comprehensive and worthwhile directory which has been compiled with accuracy and care, Bob Coburn, W1J70, has been a scanner fanatic for years and knows his state communications systems like a book - this book!

The Official New Hampshire Scanner Guide, by Bob Coburn, is $4.95 from Official Scanner Guides, P.O. Box 712 Londonderry, NH 03053.

Broadcast Beginners Unite!

Skills for Radio Broadcasters, by Curtis Holspopple, is a 200-page book providing information on how to get started in broadcasting. The author is an experienced
broadcaster who is director of communications at college in Virginia.

As he points out, to get into broadcasting, you need a variety of skills such as energy, enthusiasm, a knack for writing, reporting, producing, and more. Small stations, where most newcomers begin, look for persons who can become adept at several jobs, from writing news copy to keeping track of records and tape carts. Then, as a person becomes more experienced, there are opportunities to specialize. This book provides many tricks of the trade in all areas for progressing through the menial jobs to the point where a rewarding career in broadcasting becomes a reality.

Holsopple's ideas are quite clever, and he approaches his topics on a realistic basis rather than on the sugarcoded level of some books we have seen. Let's face it, getting started in broadcasting isn't easy. If you expect to get anywhere, you've got to be prepared to work hard at a lot of very dumb tasks before you'll give you a chance at screwing up anything important. Holsopple lets you know how to tough it out and get through those early barriers so that your natural talents will be recognized sooner than those of the smarter person they hired two weeks ahead of you.

Chapters cover station equipment, announcing, writing, FCC rules, production techniques, and many other topics of value. There are plenty of photos, plus cartoons. The only things detracting from the text are the very amateurish and poorly drawn illustrations.

This book is $14.95 from the many dealers who sell TAB Books.

**Fix Thy Transceivers**

Lou Franklin has put together a dandy book “for the professional technician” who repairs CB transceivers. Lou's 365-page book is called, *Understanding and Repairing CB Radios*, and is intended to help the person with some electronics know-how solve CB service and repair problems. Even if a person hasn't performed any of this work previously, if a person can deal with schematics and understand some tech talk, they can probably learn how to service CB rigs from this fine book.

The book covers all types of rigs, domestic, export, and some foreign units. These are rigs built for AM, SSB, and even CW modes on 23 and 40 channels. These are crystal and PLL-synthesized, tube and solid state models. He's got all of the bases covered, plus info on antenna problems, accessories, test gear, etc.

Chapters include basic troubleshooting, receiver circuits, transmitter circuits, SSB circuits, power supplies and T/R switching, noise and interference problems, and antennas. To be sure, this isn't a book on how to operate or talk on CB, or how to get a message to the REACT monitor. This is a book on repairing broken transceivers that assumes that the reader has some basic understanding of communications technology beyond being able to press a mike button and change channels.

It's quite a good book which is recommended for all brave souls who can face a circuit board, soldering gun in hand, and not break out in goose flesh.

*Understanding and Repairing CB Radios*, by Lou Franklin carries a price tag of $34.95; however, if you order the book before December 31st, 1988, the price of the book is $29.95, plus $2.50 mailing to U.S. addresses, or $5 mailing to Canada. Order from CB City International, P.O. Box 31500, Phoenix, AZ 85046.
I continue to feel discomfort; ill at ease with some of the mysterious sites, facilities, and people in the Jupiter/Tequesta area in Florida. There’s a haunting and ghostly quality in the air around Tequesta. It’s difficult to put it on a magazine page so that you can catch the exact feeling without being here.

So, too, is at least some of my discomfort caused by some of the tantalizing things said and left unsaid by others who have attempted to unlock the mysterious transmitter in the Jupiter/Tequesta area that sends coded messages, apparently to espionage agents.

Why had there been no references made to prominent local geographic reference points such as U.S. Highway 1, the U.S. 1 drawbridge, the “Beacon J” antenna? Surely, a personal visit to the Jupiter/Tequesta area, or even a cursory examination of aerial photos would have revealed these and other reference points I have discussed last month.

According to what others would have us believe about this area, there are supposed to be three circular HF antennas positioned in a triangular formation. I didn’t see them; couldn’t find them where they were claimed to be, south of the Jupiter Inlet. How do you hide something like that?

There was supposed to be a passive repeater to the south of Jupiter Inlet. No way! Care to make that north or northwest of Jupiter Inlet? The site just north of Jupiter Inlet and Light does have possibilities. This is a spot across Beach Road, or C-707. During WWII, it used to be a U.S. Navy intercept station. And let’s not rule out the nearby USAF site on County Line Road in the Village of Tequesta. But south of Jupiter Inlet? I think not.

I’ve carefully examined aerial photos of this area and couldn’t find anything even remotely resembling circular HF antenna systems, although it was easy to spot the lighthouse, inlet, the Intracoastal Waterway, U.S. 1, the drawbridge.

**A Job Well done**

Yet, despite these things, the basic information that cited the Jupiter/Tequesta as the location of a mystery transmitter sending out four-digit coded messages was a job well done. Still, I could easily nitpick over the claims that one-time pads are used to decrypt the messages. And some of the statements quoted from Mario Casagrande’s interview in an Italian weekly were slightly out of killer.

However, the feature in last June’s Monitoring Times did specify that mysterious transmissions were taking place on 4670 kHz at 2100 UTC from 26 degrees, 56 minutes north, by 80 degrees, 5 minutes west. Although these coordinates would have been more useful had they been tied to visual reference points, I have no doubts whatsoever that at one time some 4670 kHz transmissions came from somewhere in the vicinity of these coordinates.

The question is the exact and specific present location of the mysterious Tequesta area 4670 kHz numbers transmitter. Much to my chagrin, I’m simply not certain. At this time, I’m partial to the site on County Line...
road. My instincts say so, although I have no real proof.

A Look Back

During WWII, Nazi U-Boats sank the tanker Republic offshore just north of Jupiter. Many other ships followed in deadly succession. The U.S. Coast Guard was on constant watch of the coastline, especially because of the Navy Intercept Station and other coastal installations in the area.

It was during this period that civilians were not allowed on the beaches at night. The inlet was closed in the winter of 1942 and stayed closed for the duration of WWII! U.S. Coast Guard personnel continually patrolled the beaches on horseback. Jupiter became used to nightly blackouts and heavily armed combat troops.

Then it was over; some years later, the tracking of missiles (?) became the next activity in this area around the historic Jupiter Light. So, the Village of Tequesta would come into existence in 1957.

Rest assured that this "ghost" will attract villainous figures with the initials KGB and DGI (Cuban Intelligence) to the areas of Jupiter/Tequesta, River Ridge, Riverside Memorial Park, Tequesta Pines and North River Plantation! Could be that some of these villainous figures will even stop for pizza and a bottle or two of Corona at County Line Bar before proceeding west on County Line Road?

Helpful Information

During the later months of 1986, while preparing the final manuscript of my book, UNO, DOS, CUATRO, I was forwarded a somewhat mysterious and unsigned letter with a Florida postmark! This letter dealt with my research into "numbers" transmissions. There were some very sinister overtones in that letter!

Here are a few exerts of this mysterious letter:

"First of all, the Spanish 4-digit transmissions are for the most part, (emphasis mine - HM) disinformation by U.S. Intelligence. I might add that these transmissions have been directly linked on numerous occasions to DOD installations, and is generally well known and considered to be a minor inconvenience to the Cubans."

This writer also made mention of the five-digit Spanish transmissions. Here's a portion of those mentions:

"The Spanish 5-digit number transmissions are run by DGI (Cuban Intelligence). They have established a net that includes several U.S. installations as well as facilities on Cuba. However, one should note that a small portion of these types of transmissions are sponsored by anti-Castro Cuban terrorists both in this country and in Cuba."

My correspondent continued:

"There has been, for example, one 5-digit Spanish numbers station run by DGI in South Florida for nearly 15 years. Most of the time, this station has been located in various residences in the Hialeah area. Other times in Key Largo, etc. The occupant takes great strides to conceal its identity as it is moved around quite a bit (which tends to give NSA Miami a bad time) and by engaging in "signal laundering. These techniques are too numerous to list here . . ."

This writer even made mention of the crypto systems in use! This mystery person said:

"The code format is typical of KGB nets with some step/pattern variation, but nevertheless one can tell that distinctive "made in Moscow" (by KGB 8th Directorate alma mater). I'm familiar with this code formula and have seen a copy of the code book and instructions."
Meanwhile...

While in Cypress Gardens, FL in early April of 1985, I was amazed at the signal strength of a 4030 kHz "numbers" transmission! The time was 1530 UTC and the antenna of my Sony 2001 was fully collapsed. The signal strength of this five-digit transmission was amazing.

Daytime transmissions on Saturdays and Sundays on 3090 and 5080 kHz (now—for the most—dormant) were extremely well received in the vicinity of Ocala, FL! The five-digit Spanish transmissions and five-character MCW transmissions were thought to be coming from a site near the Kennedy Space Center or Patrick Air Force Base!

Additionally, strong daytime signals in excess of S9 were once monitored on 3090 kHz in the vicinity of Pensacola, FL and Mobile, AL!

A Boca Raton, FL source told me there was a possibility of 1330 and 0500 UTC five-digit Spanish on 4825 kHz (no longer used by AUTEC) coming from a site near Palm Beach International Airport in West Palm Beach, FL!

There's also Hialeah, FL and Key West! The Keys, They are America's islands of intrigue!

The traffic from "numbers" stations? Think of these number groups as you would a "shell game!" Just about any time of the day or night you'll hear two and often three transmissions at the same time on different frequencies. The big question: Which frequency has the real traffic? Think "shell game" when you think "numbers!"

In UZI City (Miami) there is the U.S. Army Communications Service Detachment. This site is located just west of the Metro Zoo. The site description is:

Three fenced lots and two wooden buildings. Two lots contain HF log periodic antennas. A large number of VHF/UHF directional and omnidirectional antennas on buildings and towers.

My source tells me that—at one time—high speed encrypted RTTY on 149 MHz was being transmitted north from this location. A Wackenhut security guard armed with a .38 cal. revolver and UZI—or so my source says—patrols this compound on foot! The man with the UZI does not answer questions!

Could This Be The Home Of KKN39 on 4857.2 kHz?

Rest assured that where you find a station with a KKN prefix, you'll find a "numbers" station nearby! And I do mean frequency wise!

And here's a somewhat ominous thought for you to think about: Why—after 25 years—has no individual who was at one time associated with a "numbers" station ever come out of the cold? Just what keeps their lips sealed? Is it money, or what?

You'll often hear the following words if you visit the Jupiter/Tequesta area in search of the 4670 kHz ghost:

"This is a secure U.S. Government installation and a TOP SECRET security clearance is required to enter. I'm sorry. Now please leave!"

I've heard these words. I've also heard worse words! So be it!

Time now for a Tecate and...

Havana Moon y Amigos
00932

It is a near impossibility to give adequate thanks to those who have assisted in the preparation of this two-part article. They gave so very generously of their time and talents. Assisting in the preparation of this article: Eric Conners and Detective Lt. John Faard.

A very SPECIAL THANKS to Diana H. for her valuable assistance in regards to historical research and assistance in locating areas of Jupiter/Tequesta.

And a very BIG Thanks to a certain law enforcement officer of the Jupiter and Stuart areas of Florida, an official of the Florida Department of Natural Resources, certain members of the Martin County Sheriff's Department and the US Coast Guard.

Thanks are also extended to Captain Carl R. Roderick of the Village of Tequesta Police Department.

And those who requested anonymity have their request honored.

I'll even extend a Thanks to those who could have helped but chose not to do so. Their reluctance to speak out answered—in a tacit sense—more questions than they might realize.

Thanks to one and all!
Talking On An Army “Bird”

Portable Radio Systems Link Soldiers Around the World

BY SANDY CLAWSON - FORT MONMOUTH, NJ

Today’s lightweight, portable radio and satellite antenna is not just another radio. It can link one soldier with another soldier any place in the world.

Two versions of the portable tactical satellite communications system have been approved by the military, the AN/PSC-3, a portable manpack unit, and the AN/VSC-7, a vehicle-mounted unit.

The vehicle-mounted unit is normally used as a command center, controlling up to fifteen manpack stations. The radios have been in use since May 1985 and the initial series of fieldings was completed last January with plans to field more of each unit.

"It is a great piece of equipment. We’ve had few complaints from the soldiers who use it," said Donald J. Blue, chief, Tactical Terminals Division of the Logistics Directorate, Satellite communications Agency. "In fact, all we hear is what a good and useful piece of equipment it is."

"An example of this type of mobile satellite communications radio appears in the recent action novel, "Red Storm Rising," by Tom Clancy. Although not identified specifically by name, the AN/PSC-3 plays an important role in the story line of the best-seller," Blue said.

The Army Satellite Communications Agency provides engineering design, test and logistics support during the development, procurement and operational phases of all ground-based defense satellite communications systems including the portable communications systems. The agency’s primary mission is the acquisition of all ground-based strategic and tactical satellite communications systems.

The basic radio was specifically designed to send and receive messages from around the world by a satellite link. The Army needs long distance communication for the extremely mobile Army of today. The satellite link used by the manpack radios is provided by a group of satellites placed in a geostationary orbit. In this type of orbit the satellite follows a circular path above the equator, with a rotation period of twenty four hours. As a result, the satellite appears motionless to an observer on the earth.

"Thus, once its location in the sky is known," said MAJ Robert Maynard, of the Canadian Army, an international exchange officer here, "there is no need to be able to track the satellite. This is why we can use such small and simple antennas. Distances for command headquarters are expanding for the mobile modern Army of today."

"The AN/PSC-3 is user friendly. With very little training, anyone can use it," Maynard continued.

With metal casing, the radios are durable and can take the kind of abuse exposed to it in the field or when used by airborne troops.

The manpack unit, including antenna and battery pack, weighs only twenty eight pounds, which makes it easy to carry. It is 670 cubic inches, much smaller than most boom boxes seen on the streets these days. The manpack can be set up and in use in about a minute. It is usable in any kind of weather.

Specifications required a mean time between failure of no less than 2000 hours. The unit has exceeded the requirements by achieving 5000 hours. This means that the average time before a unit needs repair is much longer than expected.

The battery pack was designed to use lithium, magnesium or rechargeable nickel cadmium batteries. The units can use the battery pack or can be connected to a 24 volt battery or any household voltage, using a special power converter.

With an additional piece of equipment, a digital message device, a message that would normally take 30-45 seconds to send verbally can be sent in 1-2 seconds. This type of message, a burst communication, is sent with electronic impulses and can be especially useful when it is critical that a soldier not be detected.

The Army Satellite Communications Agency is preparing an upgrade package which will improve the unit. (U.S. Army Communications-Electronic Command Public Affair)
Highway Patrolman Pulls Man From Burning Car

At one point, Leroy Farrar didn't think he would get out of his burning car alive.

Farrar, a 59 year old insurance and real estate broker, was on his way to play his regular Wednesday game of golf.

He was traveling over the Santa Clara River bridge in Satocoy, California, when traffic slowed to a stop. Farrar later said that dogs were loose on the road, causing the traffic tie-up.

Farrar stopped, waiting to move again when his car was rear-ended. The impact pushed his car into the car ahead, then up against the railing of the bridge. At that point, Farrar's gas tank burst into flames.

But Clemens was able to get through the flames and brake one of the car's windows with his baton. With the help of Ken Vandegrift of Oxnard, California, Clemens was able to pull Farrar to safety.

"I stuck my hands out and they dug me out, both of them," Farrar said. "I'm just amazed I didn't get burned in that ordeal and the other people around me did."

Clemens suffered second-degree burns on his face, neck and forehead. He was treated and released at a local hospital. Vandegrift's hands were burned but he did not need treatment.

Clemens said he did not think about the danger at the time of the rescue. "I was just determined to get him out," he told the Star Free Press.

Clemens acknowledged that what he did was dangerous, and he said he could have been hurt much worse. If a similar situation arises again, Clemens said that he would do the same thing.

According to Claude Lemond of the California Highway Patrol, Farrar probably would not have lasted a minute longer in the burning car due to the intense heat.

For his heroic rescue, California Highway Patrol Officer Grant Clemens will receive the SCAN Public Service Award, which consists of a special commendation plaque and a cash prize. For making the nomination, Lawrence T. Smith of Ventura, California, will also receive a plaque. Congratulations to both of you.

Best Equipped

Chuck and Deb Ballinger are both scanner enthusiasts and recent amateur radio novices.

The husband-and-wife monitoring team uses a realistic PRO-2004 scanner, Regency K500, and a handheld regency HX-1000 for monitoring local transmissions. Both of the base scanners are tied into an AEA Pakratt 232 for reception of packet and CW into their IBM PC-XT.

The pair also use Yaesu FT-101B and Kenwood 904S transceivers with a Kenwood 220 MHz unit. ICOM 02AT and mobile 144 MHz units have been recently added in anticipation of a license upgrade to technician class.

Best Appearing

You don't need a lot of equipment to have an attractive, functional listening post, as this photo from Roland J. Soderholm of Virginia Beach, Virginia, demonstrates.

Roland has a Realistic PRO-2004 300 channel scanner with a Motorola TSN-6000 mobile speaker, Realistic TRC-216 40 channel five watt Citizens Band walkie talkie, Regency ACT-R-106 10 channel scanner with another TSN-6000 mobile speaker, and a two meter vertical, 10-80 meter dipole, 10 meter dipole and two scanner antennas. All signals can be fed through the PK-232 into the computer with a hard disk, twin floppy disks, tape backup and two high speed printers.

SCAN PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS

Current interests for the Ballingers include 80 and 40 meter CW and SSB and packet on the 10 meter amateur bands. They use an 11 meter vertical, 10-80 meter dipole, 10 meter dipole and two scanner antennas. All signals can be fed through the PK-232 into the computer with a hard disk, twin floppy disks, tape backup and two high speed printers.
IC-32AT Dual Band Handheld

ICOM presents the IC-32AT dual band handheld. Featuring five watts of power output on each band, the IC-32AT receives 138-174 MHz and 440-450 MHz, and transmits 140-150 MHz and 440-450 MHz.

The IC-32AT features:
• Full duplex capability—transmit on one band and receive on the other.
• 40 memory channels—program in 40 simplex frequencies (20 in 2-meters and 20 in 70cm) or duplex frequencies (10 in 2-meters and 10 in 70cm)—each memory stores frequency, offset and subaudible tone.
• Programmable scan—scan all frequencies between two programmable frequencies.
• Memory scan—scan all memory channels in succession except those you lock out, scan all 2-meter memory channels or scan all 70cm memory channels.
• Optional UT-40 tone squelch unit—silently monitors a busy channel for your calls. When the pre-programmed subaudible tone is received, the unit beeps and the LCD flashes. Works like a beeper/page.
• DTMF keyboard access/direct frequency entry from keyboard.
• Repeater input monitor—by pushing the MONITOR switch you can check the repeater input frequency.
• Splash resistant—rubber gaskets protect the transceiver from dust and moisture.

Priority watch—monitor the call channel, memory channel or all memory channels every five seconds while operating on another frequency.

Dial select function—for quickly changing the 1 MHz, 100 kHz digit or the memory channel directly, simply depress the DIAL SELECT button.

For information, contact ICOM America, Inc., P.O. Box C-90029, Bellevue, WA 98009-9029, or circle 104 on our Readers Service.

New Super Wideband Antenna

RF Limited's Palomar D-130 Super Wideband Discone Antenna has been designed to provide the reception and transmission capabilities of several antennas in one.

The D-130 covers the entire 25-1300 MHz frequency range, receiving all television and radio signals including broadcast, commercial, marine, aircraft, public service, CB and amateur. It also transmits at the amateur bands of 6 m, 2 m, 70 cm, 33 cm, and 23 cm.

The radial rods on the antenna all have the same length, producing a perfectly omnidirectional antenna capable of receiving signals evenly from any direction.

Assembly of the D-130 takes less than 2 hours and installation can be done in a variety of locations with a universal mounting bracket. Its compact, lightweight design is especially suited for an apartment balcony railing. The antenna can be made even smaller by removing the top element assembly if lower end frequency reception is not required. Stainless steel construction ensures durability in the harshest of weather conditions.

The Palomar D-130 Super Wideband Antenna has a suggested retail price of $175.00. For more information, contact: RF Limited, P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027, (206) 392-0399, or circle 101 on our Readers Service.

Scanner Recording Interface

Electron Processing, Inc. added another innovative product to their line of SWL and Scanner accessories. The TAPE SAVER TS-1 provides scanner owners a means of connecting their cassette recorder to the scanner so that they do not waste recording tape during periods of scanner inactivity. The TAPE SAVER TS-1 automatically switches the cassette recorder on and off by means of the remote control jack on the user-supplied recorder.

The TAPE SAVER TS-1 connects to your scanner and tape recorder via standard mini plugs. A sub-mini plug connects to the recorder for ON/OFF control. Recorder control is via a high quality isolated reed relay and will accommodate control currents up to 1 amperes. An internal speaker is provided so the unit can be left plugged in during normal use yet switched off when silent recording is desired. Front panel control of the speaker mode and indicators for power and recording are provided. Power required is 115VAC at 4 watts maximum.

Pricing starts at $49.95 with quantity discounts available. For additional information, contact the Sales Department, Electron Processing, Inc., P.O. Box 708, Medford, NY 11763, or circle 103 on our Readers' Service.
In order to get the most out of scanning in Canada you should know how the Federal Department Of Communications manages the VHF/UHF radio spectrum. You'll find this article useful whether you're in Canada, just across the border, or receiving DX during an opening. All frequencies listed are in MHz unless otherwise noted.

The D.O.C. and F.C.C., must cooperate on channel assignments, especially along the U.S.-Canada border.

**New Radio Systems**

Certain channels are set aside for interim use for new two-way systems to set-up on until they are assigned a specific channel. 154.940 MHz is used for experimental, demonstration and short on-the-air transmissions as well as interim use. Listen to these interim "Test" channels to find new stations starting up:

**VHF Low:** 34.06, 41.42, 49.94 MHz
**VHF High:** 142.395, 154.49, 167.73, 170.94 MHz
**UHF:** 460.950, 462.50, 465.9625, 467.65 MHz

Private commercial ("Business Band") licenses are typically $36 per mobile and $94 for a base, per year. These are minimum fees for a single frequency operation.

**Maritime**

There is a domestic plan for the Maritime Service. Channels 01 to 05 are presently allocated to Canadian railways in the land mobile service. They may be assigned to Maritime Mobile Service stations on the West Coast only. Railway priority on these channels is recognized by D.O.C. and protected from interference.

Channels 61A, 62A and 04A (simplex) are available to the east coast fishing industry. Channels 10, 67 and 73 may be used for communication between ships, aircraft and participating landstations engaged in search and rescue or anti-pollution operations. The first three preferred channels are 06, 09, 70 and 72.

Channels 68, 69, 11, 71, 12, 13, 14, 74, 79 and 80 are preferred for ship movement. Channel 86 may be used for a calling channel if required in an automatic radiotelephone system. There are seven Weather Channels in use:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.1</th>
<th>162.550</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch.2</td>
<td>162.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.3</td>
<td>162.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.4</td>
<td>162.425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.5</th>
<th>162.450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch.6</td>
<td>162.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.7</td>
<td>162.525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Land Mobile**

Low-capacity fixed and mobile services are allocated in the following bands: 138-144, 148-149.9 (excluding 148.64-148.7 and 149.48-149.54) and 150.05-150.8. Channel Spacing is 30 kHz. Most systems in the first two bands are in rural areas. 148.25 ± 15 kHz may be used for space telecommand.

**Paging**

Common Carrier Radio Paging providing...
a Land Telephone Wireline Service channels are: 35.22, 35.58, 43.22, 43.58, 152.48, 157.74, 454.10 or 454.35 MHz. Other Common Carrier paging are on: 163.44, 167.10, 459.10, 459.35. Maximum power is 500 watts. Some paging is done on a secondary basis on R.C.C. two-way channels. Private paging (example: in-plant or hospitals) is done on 149.02 or 149.29 up to 125 watts. Low-band channels are: 30.02, 30.22 and 30.42 at 30 watts.

**Private Land Mobile**

Channel Spacing is 30 kHz for 150.8 to 174.0, 60 kHz for 152.0 to 174.0 and 50 kHz for 450 to 470. Maximum transmit power is 30 watts E.R.P. for mobiles and 125 watts E.R.P. for bases.

**Privacy**

D.O.C. allows computer modems to be connected externally for data exchanges or privacy. Speech scrambling may be used if it meets three requirements: 1) radios must be capable of clear speech, 2) transmitter operation is degraded, 3) calling and identification of all units must be in clear speech.

**R.C.C.M.R.S.**

The most commercial action will be on R.C.C.M.R.S. (Restricted Common Carrier Land Mobile Service) channels. This is a shared service or a common base station of automatic repeater facility. 14 VHF and 7 UHF channel pairs are available (see Table 1). Listen to the base channel for best results. Then, see if you can pick up the mobile directly on the Mobile channel. How many repeaters can you pick up? How many different users are there on each and who are they? I find it's most interesting checking them out!

Police channels are usually between 138.75 and 143.7 MHz. Fire Departments can be found in the 154.62 to 155.9 band. Railways usually operate between 150.16 and 161.475. Private Commercial operations are scattered throughout the spectrum and not confined to specific segments.

**Low Power Operations**

Some industrial plants and special events operations use two-watt handholds on 151.05, 151.070, 151.85, 151.100, 151.115, 151.580 and 154.570 MHz.

**Common Action Channels**

The Ontario Provincial Police usually 42.060 Base and 42.220 Mobile with some areas using 41.96 MHz for their Base channel. The O.P.P. system has not upgraded their system much since 1946. Aging equipment and skip rolling in during openings is forcing them to go VHF-Hi. Digital scrambling will be used much to the dislike of scanner buffs. Skip can prove very confusing to our local force as the Huntsville, Alabama State Police dispatcher often overrides the local Huntsville, Ontario base station! Municipal/City Police Forces can usually be found between 138-142 MHz.

Ambulances are usually found on 150.100 MHz, the inter system channel. Listen to 129.275 and 413.6875 for air-ambulance operations. Some cities will have a few private ambulance services usually on the UHF band.

Fire departments favour the 153-154 MHz band. Some areas will find 46.70 MHz (Southern Ont.) and 46.74 (Northern Ont.) in use. The Fire Marshall channels are 154.07, 154.19, and 410.3125 MHz.

Railways are allocated a number of channels but the second most-used are 161.415 for Canadian National and 164.475 MHz for Canadian Pacific. These are the main dispatch and "end-to-end" channels.

**The Future**

What does the future hold? The D.O.C. is running out of spectrum to hand out. They are pushing assignments in the UHF band and frequency sharing is becoming more and more commonplace in the VHF-Hi band. 30 to 50 MHz is wasting away as nobody wants the noise and skip problems associated with it. Perhaps the new 800 MHz equipment will solve the need for Canadians to keep in touch by radio?

### Table 1 RCCMRS Channels (In MHz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>163.470</td>
<td>167.130</td>
<td>164.400</td>
<td>168.420</td>
<td>451.350</td>
<td>456.3625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.500</td>
<td>167.160</td>
<td>164.430</td>
<td>168.450</td>
<td>451.375</td>
<td>456.3875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.680</td>
<td>167.460</td>
<td>164.460</td>
<td>168.480</td>
<td>451.400</td>
<td>456.4125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.710</td>
<td>167.490</td>
<td>164.500</td>
<td>168.510</td>
<td>451.425</td>
<td>456.4375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.740</td>
<td>167.520</td>
<td>164.550</td>
<td>168.540</td>
<td>451.450</td>
<td>456.4625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.340</td>
<td>168.360</td>
<td>165.550</td>
<td>168.570</td>
<td>451.475</td>
<td>456.4875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.370</td>
<td>168.390</td>
<td>165.580</td>
<td>168.600</td>
<td>451.500</td>
<td>456.5125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VHF/UHF

**Canadian Allocations (in MHz)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th>To:</th>
<th>Service Category</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>From:</th>
<th>To:</th>
<th>Service Category</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29.700</td>
<td>50.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>156.8375</td>
<td>174.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>17.1625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.005</td>
<td>41.015</td>
<td>Space Satellite</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>174.000</td>
<td>216.000</td>
<td>Broadcasting (TV)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.000</td>
<td>54.000</td>
<td>Amateur Radio</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>216.000</td>
<td>220.000</td>
<td>Maritime Mobile</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.000</td>
<td>72.000</td>
<td>Broadcasting (TV)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>220.000</td>
<td>225.000</td>
<td>Amateur Radio</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.000</td>
<td>73.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>225.000</td>
<td>230.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>103.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.000</td>
<td>74.600</td>
<td>Radio Astronomy</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>328.600</td>
<td>335.400</td>
<td>Aero Radionavigation</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.600</td>
<td>74.800</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>335.400</td>
<td>339.900</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.800</td>
<td>75.200</td>
<td>Aero Radionavigation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>399.900</td>
<td>410.000</td>
<td>Space Satellite</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.200</td>
<td>76.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>410.000</td>
<td>430.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.000</td>
<td>108.000</td>
<td>Broadcasting (FM)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>430.000</td>
<td>450.000</td>
<td>Radioolocation</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108.000</td>
<td>117.975</td>
<td>Aero Radionavigation</td>
<td>9.975</td>
<td>430.000</td>
<td>450.000</td>
<td>Amateur Radio</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117.975</td>
<td>137.000</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>19.025</td>
<td>450.000</td>
<td>470.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.000</td>
<td>138.000</td>
<td>Space Satellite</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>470.000</td>
<td>470.000</td>
<td>Broadcasting (TV)</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138.000</td>
<td>144.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>608.000</td>
<td>614.000</td>
<td>Radio Astronomy</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144.000</td>
<td>148.000</td>
<td>Amateur Radio</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>614.000</td>
<td>806.000</td>
<td>Broadcasting (TV)</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148.000</td>
<td>149.900</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>806.000</td>
<td>960.000</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149.900</td>
<td>150.050</td>
<td>Space Satellite</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>902.000</td>
<td>928.000</td>
<td>Radioolocation</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150.050</td>
<td>156.7625</td>
<td>Mobile/Fixed</td>
<td>6.7125</td>
<td>902.000</td>
<td>928.000</td>
<td>Amateur Radio</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.7625</td>
<td>156.8375</td>
<td>Maritime Mobile</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>960.000</td>
<td>1215.000</td>
<td>Aero Radionavigation</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**EEB THE ICOM EXPERTS**

- For years EEB has set high standards for ICOM receiver modifications
- EEB knows how to release the true potential of these world class receivers
- You can count on EEB for fast, fair, and friendly service before and after the sale.

---

**R71A .1 to 30 MHz—32 Memories—Our Best HF Seller $849.95**

EEB IC-R71A HP Options $200—$250—$300 depending on filter below
- FRONT END UPGRADE improves the dynamic range and adds preamp for below 1600 kHz.
- AUDIO OUTPUT MODIFICATION increases your audio output power, lowers distortion, and widens the audio bandwidth for more pleasurable listening.
- AGC MODIFICATION changes the time constant decreasing the slow time and increasing the fast time.
- 24 HOUR BENCH TEST is a complete checkout and realignment for optimum performance.
- SPIKE PROTECTION - the voltage spike protector is installed where it will do the most good - inside the receiver.

---

**EEB HP Option Includes All The’Above Plus Select One Below**

- FILTERS replace the stock ceramic SSB filter for improved SSB, ECSS, and Narrow selectivity.
- Filter and Upgrade packages:
  - Mechanical 2.4 kHz filter PLUS all upgrades listed above—order HPMF $200.00
  - 8 pole crystal filter PLUS all upgrades listed above—order HPXF $250.00
  - Super 2.1 kHz 8 pole crystal filter PLUS all upgrades listed above—order HPSXF $300.00

---

**R7000 25 to 2000 MHz—99 Memories—Our Best V/UHF Seller $1019.00**

EEB IC-R7000 HP Option $200
- FRONT END UPGRADE improves sensitivity and dynamic range.
- AUDIO OUTPUT MODIFICATION increases your audio output power, lowers distortion, and widens the audio bandwidth for more pleasurable listening.
- 24 HOUR BENCH TEST is a complete checkout and realignment for optimum performance.
- SPIKE PROTECTION - the voltage spike protector is installed where it will do the most good - inside the receiver.

**Other Available Options**

- R7000 MUX for those listeners desiring to explore the world of hidden subcarriers. (Requires second receiver with narrow FM. DC to 100 kHz (i.e., ICOM R70 or R71 w/FC VLF 29). $75.00
- R7000 R-SCAN scanned station will remain on until after carrier drops (like other scanners).
- R7000 TURBO SCAN increases the scan speed from 7 to 13 channels per second. $50.00
- R7000 PS is a replacement power supply that reduces line fluctuation receiver degradation. $150.00
- R7000 MEMO EXPAND increases memory to 200 channels. $TBA

---

**FC 7100 Converter**

Allows R7000 also to cover 20 kHz to 30 MHz. Has two antenna inputs HF (30-239) and V/UHF (type N). FC 7100 powered from R7000 I.F. jack. Manual or remote switch turns on unit and switches antennas. Easy to connect, no mods to R7000. Introductory Price $199.95 + $4 UPS

---

**The Rack is Back**

Rack mount your radios. Saves space, looks professional, protects your investment. Have it all in one place. Prices start at $79.95.

**SDU 8000**

- Designed for IC-R7000 - up to 10 MHz sweepwidth. Allows user to see up and down the band for activity. You won’t miss anything. Get the details in EEB’s ‘89 Buyers Guide.
  - Introductory Price $595.00

**FC VLF 29 Converter**

Converts dc - 500 kHz up to 29.295 MHz. Now explore the mysteries of VLF. Built in antenna switching.
  - Introductory Price $129.95 + $4 UPS

**EEB '89 Buyers Guide**

Due November 1st. Free in U.S.A., Canada $1.00, all others $3.00 air mail. Call after November 1st if you don’t have your copy.

---

Orders: 800-368-3270
Electronic Equipment Bank
516A Mill St. NE, Vienna, VA 22180
(Just minutes from Washington, DC)

Local & tech info
703-938-3350

CIRCLE 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD
R71A This is our best seller. ICOM R71A has all the features one expects in a world class receiver. All mode AM, SSB, CW, RTTY, FM (DPT). Complete coverage 10 kHz to 30 MHz. 3 Filter positions, direct keyboard entry, 32 memory channels, PLL tuning in 10 Hz steps for exact frequency. Many ICOM options plus EEB high performance package. (CALL)

ICR71A $849.00 + $12 UPS

R7000 There is nothing to compare with the R7000 under $12,000. This is the most sophisticated VHF/UHF receiver ever offered to the public. No wonder its our best selling VHF/UHF receiver. All mode AM, SSB, CW, FM, LW to 2000 MHz (20 kHz to 2 GHz wide) V/UHF. Tuning, direct entry. 99 memory channels, full scan, audio scan, program scan, priority scan, many ICOM options plus EEB options and high performance package deal. (CALL)

ICR7000 $1019.00 + $12 UPS

The KENWOOD R5000 is the new high performance receiver from the leader in communications technology. Designed with the highest performance standards in mind, the KENWOOD R5000 will bring you all the excitement of shortwave listening! 150 kHz to 30 MHz, 100 memories, Keyboard entry, AM, FM, SSB/LSB, CW, SSK. VHF 108-174 Opr VC20.

R5000 NEW LOWER PRICE $799.00 + $10 UPS

The KENWOOD R2000 is an innovative all mode receiver with a host of features to enhance the excitement of listening to stations around the world. 150 kHz to 30 MHz, 100 memories, AM, FM, SSB, CW, VHF 118-174 MHz Opr VC12.

R2000 $629.95 + $10 UPS

A high class, general coverage receiver with expandability looking to the future. The NRD-525 will change your shack-in to a new universal! 0.09 to 20 MHz. Pass band shift. 200 memories, Direct keyboard entry. AM, FM, CW, SSB, RTTY, SSB, Notch filter. V/UHF converter option.

NRD525 $1179.00 + $12 UPS

The Satellit 650 International is the ultimate in German compact portable radios. Along with excellent audio performance the Satellit 650 also has many fine features. 510 kHz to 29,999 MHz. 24 hour clock/calender. 3 Bandwidths. 60 Memories. AM, FM, CW, SSB, KB Entry, PLL Control. NiCad Battery Option.

Satellit 650 $995.00 + $12 UPS

If the Satellit 400, with its rounded corners and smooth lines is the obvious "style leader" in personal portables. Beautifully crafted, this portable covers all shortwave bands plus MW and FM. Its unexcelled audio will surprise you! SW 1-630-90 MHz, LW, 148-353 kHz, FM 87.5-108 MHz, MV 513-1611 kHz. 24 Memories, Keyboard Entry. SW 1,612-30 MHz.

Satellit 400 $399.95 + $6 UPS

YAESU now offers the finest receiver in the famous FRG series. The FRG8800 offers functions: automatic and operating convenience for the serious shortwave listener. 150 kHz to 29,999 MHz. Direct key-

FRG8800 $649.95 + $10 UPS

VHF/UHF General Coverage Receiver. The YAESU FRG8800 is as at its best scanning receiver, with many outstanding features. Frequency: 150 kHz. 100 memories, Keyboard Entry, SSB, FM, AM, Wide & Narrow, 7 Digit Readout. Video option. FRG8800W $529.95 + $5 UPS

SONY - THE ONE AND ONLY

ICF2010 ICF2003 ICF5WS1

ICF2010 is the market leader of portables, our best selling portable. Full coverage. 15 to 30 MHz, FM 76-105 MHz, Air Band 116-136 MHz, AM, FM, CW, SSB. Sync Detection. 32 Memories, Keyboard Entry, Many Features. ICF2010 $349.95 + $6 UPS

ICF5WS1. The newest in miniatureization only 2.4" x 4.4". Tests show its as at its best of compact-size, has its own case with, active antenna, world power Pack, head Phone, SWL Book, Travel with the SYSTEM - when the time. FM 88-108, Complete coverage to 30 MHz, FM 88-108, Keyboard Entry. LCD Readout/Clock. They're going fast! ICF5WS1 $299.95 + $4 UPS

ICF7601. A late version of the famous 7600. AM-FM All major shortwave bands, ICF7601 $199.95 + $4 UPS

ICF7700. 15 Memories. All SW Bands 90 thru 11 MHz. Digital LCD freq/clock. ICF7700 $399.95 + $4 UPS

ICF4920. A favorite with the travelers. Screen size. PZ 2.2A. ICF4920 $999.95 + $4 UPS

DOMANT 630AH. HF 1-30 MHz outdoor active rated #1 by IBS Test Labs. Pickle whips cancel some man-made noise. AD370 $126.95 + $4 UPS SONY AN1. HF 1-30 MHz outdoor active. Our #1 Seller for 3 years. Antenna Hardware control box 40 ft. cable $179.95 + $5 UPS

EAEEDRIVER. Outdoor active packed dipole 9 SW Bands. 43 ft. long. 100 ft. lead. Everything you need. SWL $59.95 + $4 UPS SWL. Some as above, you furnish coax cable 25-10, 50 - $100; 200 ft. $26 + SCW $199.95 + $4 UPS

EAEEDRIVER SLOPER. Rated among the best by IBS. 51-6 MHz best. AM, DX, 2-26 MHz SW. You provide case as above. $199.95 + $4 UPS ALPHA DELTA SLOPER DXSWL $89.95 + $5 UPS TPE. Indoor/Outdoor. 2-30 MHz up to 20 DB Gain. Pre-Selector can reduce interference. 5VDC Optional AC Adapter. TPE $79.95 MFJ1024. Indoor/Outdoor. Many features same as above. $999.95 Optional AC Adapter. MFJ1024 $99.95 + $12 UPS

MAGNAVOX

D2999. Excellent performer, great sound (2 SPK) and other HITECH features make this a value packed radio. 146-26.1 MHz FM/108-100. Keyboard entry. 16 Memories. Multi-mode AM, CW, SSB, FM, Scan. 1224 Hour clock. Loads more. D2999 $299.95 + $6 UPS

D2935. Rated best value in a portable (IBS). Covers all SW Bands. 146.26-1 MHz, 9 Memories. AM, CW, SSB, Keyboard Entry. D2935 $179.95 + $5 UPS

D1835. This unit is one of the finest portable class. 9 SW Bands. AM, FM, LW, Slide controls. Carrying pouch. D1835 $179.95 + $5 UPS

ANTENNAS

DATONG AD370. HF. 1-30 MHz outdoor active rated #1 by IBS Test Labs. Dipole whips cancel some man-made noise. AD370 $126.95 + $4 UPS SONY AN1. HF 1-30 MHz outdoor active. Our #1 Seller for 3 years. Antenna Hardware control box 40 ft. cable $179.95 + $5 UPS

EAEEDRIVER. Outdoor active packed dipole 9 SW Bands. 43 ft. long. 100 ft. lead. Everything you need. SWL $59.95 + $4 UPS SWL. Some as above, you furnish coax cable 25-10, 50 - $100; 200 ft. $26 + SCW $199.95 + $4 UPS

EAEEDRIVER SLOPER. Rated among the best by IBS. 51-6 MHz best. AM, DX, 2-26 MHz SW. You provide case as above. $199.95 + $4 UPS ALPHA DELTA SLOPER DXSWL $89.95 + $5 UPS TPE. Indoor/Outdoor. 2-30 MHz up to 20 DB Gain. Pre-Selector can reduce interference. 5VDC Optional AC Adapter. TPE $74.95 MFJ1024. Indoor/Outdoor. Many features same as above. $999.95 Optional AC Adapter. MFJ1024 $99.95 + $12 UPS

NOVEX NEW PRODUCTS


CRIS R7000 $349.95 + $6 UPS

SDU 8000. Spectrum Display Unit. Perfect mate to ICOM R7000. 10 sweep allows you to see up & down the band for activity on a 3 inch CRT. Free SDU Flyer (CALL)

SDU8000 $995.00 + $8 UPS

RACKMOUNT. Novex R M Series Rackmount hardware for most popular radios. ICOM, KENWOOD, YAESU receivers and transceivers. RM1100 $79.95 + $5 UPS

Ebbe ENTERPRISES

Orders: 800-368-3270
Electronic Equipment Bank
516A Mill St. NE, Vienna, VA 22180

Local & tech info 703-936-3350

Just minutes from Washington, DC
Due to the nature of the document, a natural text representation is not possible.
Call or send $2.00 for Complete Catalog and Pricing of Antennas.
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IF YOU BUY, SELL OR COLLECT OLD RADIOS, YOU NEED...

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED

Radio Parts - Swaps - Wanted

Auctions - Wanted Listings

DEALER INQUIRIES, PLEASE CALL

IF YOU BUY, SELL OR COLLECT OLD RADIOS, YOU NEED...
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Scratch another one! It looks as though it is no longer possible to hear broadcasts from the Canary Islands on shortwave. These islands, off the coast of Morocco, have long been the site of a pair of 50 kW transmitters used to relay Spanish Foreign Radio from Madrid. For a time, there were even local programs aired from this facility. Although these local programs are still being aired, those broadcasts are coming from Spanish transmitters and those at Tenerife are silent. It’s not certain what brought this all about, though the general assumption is that the transmitters are old and no longer worth the upkeep.

The BBC, which put its relay on the air from Hong Kong only last year, is about ready to add still another relay site, this one in Seychelles. The two 250 kW transmitters will beam the BBC into Africa.

The Voice of Germany’s troubled Trincomalee relay station in Sri Lanka was plagued by the Tamil uprising almost from its first day on the air and has been closed for much of the time since. But it was hoped that it would be back in service this summer, with full operations, from this high power relay slated to be in effect by the end of the year.

On the U.S. scene, look for World Christian Radio to begin broadcasting on shortwave from Nashville, Tennessee any time now. They had hoped to start up by July, but that’s now been pushed back to some time in the fall. Check 7520 and 15590 for test broadcasts.

WHRI in South Bend, Indiana had a fire in its studio facility in mid-June, and a great deal of damage was done. Thanks to an emergency studio located at the Nobelsville, Indiana transmitter site, they only lost about one hour’s worth of air time. Everything should be back to normal by now, though.

By now, Radio Japan should have another transmitter swap going, this one with Radio France International. Radio Japan broadcasts in Spanish and Japanese intended for Latin America should be coming via RFI’s French Guiana relay station. RFI’s Asian broadcasts will go out over Radio Japan’s newly re-built Yamata transmitter site.

Radio Netherlands Media Network show says that the station has been looking at methods by which it could improve reception of its programs in Asia. The conclusions include the setting up of a Radio Netherlands relay station somewhere in Asia, possibly Brunei, the Philippines or Thailand. Or simply arranging for time on existing transmitters in Asia. If a decision is made to build a relay station, the on-air date will, of course, be years in the future.

Let’s open some mail: Like many listeners, a Hallicrafters S-38 got George V. Roberts of Wareham, MA going on shortwave many years back, and he’s been going at it ever since. On the way, he took time to add a Ham license (KA1GQI). George is especially proud of the commercial grade general transceiver he picked up at a fantastic bargain. Now, he says, the Sunair GSB900DX sells for about $12-thousand!

Jack E. McMahon of Buffalo, NY is puzzled over a station he picks up on 5930 from 1730 sign-on to after 2100. He says it’s in Spanish and hears ID’s for “Radio Martinique”. Dunno, Jack, as Martinique has been off shortwave for many years and, even if it was on, would most likely be in French, not Spanish. You must be hearing something that sounds like “Martinique”. Anyone have any ideas?

Radio del Pacifico in Peru is noted on 9950 by Robert Pizzi in Newbury Park, CA, who can’t find this listed and wonders if it’s new. The frequency is fairly new, Robert, but Radio del Pacifico has been around for many years. To answer your question, no, we do not limit our log reports just to things which are new or not listed elsewhere. Send in what you believe is the best of what you hear each month.

Thanks to Paul J. Horak in Niles, IL, for the clipping on the new VOA-Israel relay (still a long way away). Paul says his interest in shortwave goes back to the 50’s, though he was lost in scannerland for some years.

K.J. Hobbs (88 Hillview St., Hamilton, ONT L8S 2Z5, Canada) is nursing along a club for owners of the DX-400 receiver. Write to him at the above address if you want more info.

The Voice of Turkey is all set for Santa Claus. QSL courtesy of Sander Rabinowitz, MI.
We received a number of excellent shack photos this month, including one from Bob McPherson of Etowah, NC who is using a Japan Radio Company NRD-525 and Bearcat 800XL with several antennas in the attic. Bob is proud of such QSL's as Guinea-Bissau, Sao Tome, Somalia, Burma and several others which adorn the shack walls.

John J. Visser in Riverside, CA says he's been a SWL since 1929 and his first radios were built by a friend. A classic Zenith Transceanic still sits in the shack, along with a more youthful Yaesu FRG-8800.

Ed Turner of Youngstown, OH collects those great old Millarcrafters and receives and sends photographs of his "Hallschack." Boy, there's a couple in there yours truly wouldn't mind owning.

Thanks to all those who wrote or sent in logs, photos, QSL's or other material. It is always welcome, always appreciated. Just remember to include your last name and state abbreviation after each log and to double space between each item. 'Fraid we can't use them otherwise.

This Months Logs:

**SWBC Loggings**

| All EE Except As Noted | Afghanistan: R. Afghanistan, 6085 in UN long on 0410 w/only & DW QRD (Ross, WA); Argentina: LDL time str, 12000 w/pps, CW ID at 0004 under WWV (Mayo, NE). No make SS ID's? | Australia: R. Australia, 9380 at 1200 (Roberts, MA), at 1040 (Netl, FL), at 0830, to 9710, at 1145 (Garcia, MD); Belgium: 0157, 1945 at 2211, 15 2218 & 55 SS ID (Garcia, MD); Bolivia: R. San Salvador, Tabora, 3265 at 0845 in SS w/weak sig (Garcia, MD). Was a definite ID! Not sure - why those who specialize in DX'ing Bolivia & Peru - Ed. | Brazil: Radio Robobras, 11745 w/pps at 2041 (Garcia, UT). | R. Culture da Paro, Belem, 5045 at 0230 w/pps, commercial, ID 0219 (Garcia, MD). | R. India, 4803 @ 0207 (McPherson, PA). | R. Amor, 4805 at 0145 to s/off, 0203, all pp | R. Nacional, 4805 in PP at 0235-0151 w/ID 0300, mx (Mierzwinski, PA). | Bulgaria: R. Sofia, 11680 at 2143 in SS w/ppg | United Kingdom: CEFAX, Toranto, 6540 at 0543 (Bauman, UT), at 0045 (Ross, WA). | China: R. Beijing, 5075 at 0010 ID, worldwide ppg sked, otherwise DX (Garcia, MD); 1615 at 0225 (Netl, FL). | CEFAX, Toranto, 6300 at 0434 (Bauman, UT), at 0045 (Ross, WA). | Colombia: La V. de los Centurios, Villavicencio, 6115 in SS at 0915, mx ID 0715 (Garcia, MD). | Caracas Radio, 4745 at 0533 in SS w/ID (Garcia, MD). | R. Macarena, Villavicencio, 5975 in SS at 0944, local time sked, ID (Garcia, MD). | La V. de los Centurios, Villavicencio, 5955 in SS at 0745 in Latin ID (Garcia, MD). | Costa Rica: R. Foro Intemational, 13680 at 2130 w/Globe Peace Magazine (Miller, GA). | TFCF Fraud de Canals, 0047 at 2205 in SS w/at ID (Garcia, MD). | R. Relaj, 4832 in SS at 0444 (Ross, WA); 4064 in SS at 1116 (Netl, FL). | Cuba: R. Havana Cuba, 4635 at 0357 w/ID (Ross, WA). | R. Roibe, 5023 in SS at 0350-0400, 'talks, ID's, brief drop in sig strength 0400 (Mierzwinski, PA). | Cavendish: R. Cavendish, 9730 at 0100 (Robinson, MI), 7345 at 0140 w/ID, commentary (McKenney, FL), 11900 at 0135 (Ross, WA). | At 0100 (Robinson, MI), 7345 at 0140 w/ID, commentary (McKenney, FL). | R. England: RBG, 9730 at 2347 w/commentary, DX ppg, also at 0203 (Ross, FL). | 1785 w/ID 0315 w/ID (McKenney, FL). | Ecuador: HJCB, 15150 at 0213 w/ID in FF/EE (Garcia, MD), 15150 at 0230 (Netl, FL), 17800 at 1320 w/ID. | Costa Rica: R. Foro Intemational, 13680 at 2130 w/Globe Peace Magazine (Miller, GA). | Turn err: R. New Zealand, 2140 at 0215 in SS w/Global Peace Magazine (Miller, GA). | Bob McPherson operates this monitoring post in Etowah, NC. | South America: South America: |}
A new FM pirate, based in Georgia, claims to have been on the air since last May. WFEZ-103 says it is broadcasting in stereo over a 3 kW Gates transmitter, using 102.7 MHz. Programs are "the best in light rock and easy listening favorites" with no commercials. The station claims to be on the air four hours per day, seven days a week (Monday to Friday from 1300 to 1800 UTC, Saturdays and Sundays at 1400-1900). Reception reports should be sent to 656 Wad dell Street, Marietta, GA 30053. Got to wonder how long this one will be with us, considering its apparently "open" address and relatively high power.

Pirate fans who logged Radio Mauser Worldwide, Radio Mauser International, or NMN Mauser, can get a QSL by sending a reception report to Radio Mauser, P.O. Box 6020, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648, according to an unsigned "communique" received here.

Neal West of Radio East Coast Commercial in England writes to provide us with an updated list of European pirates. I should note, however, that with the exception of Radio Dublin and Radio Caroline/World Mission Radio, Europirates are nearly impossible to log in the US, unless you live along the eastern seaboard. Even then they are tough. Broadcasting usually starts around 0900 Sunday mornings and runs on from there.

Neal notes that Radio East Coast Commercial has a 3-hour Free Radio DX program on the first Sunday of each month. The show needs someone interested in providing news of pirate activity in the U.S. on a regular basis. I’d guess this is a volunteer arrangement but if you are interested and have a pretty good finger on the pulse of pirate activity and are serious about a long-term arrangement, write to Neal at RECC, P.O. Box 5, Hunstanton, Norfolk PE36 5AU, England.

A new shortwave pirate is Radio Garbanzo, noted by David E. Binnie of Pittsburg. He heard it on 7413 from 0410 at good strength, though it faded way down and then came back up just before 0419 close. The program included a satirical editorial, rock music and thunder or drums into the station. Just before closing, David heard a single sideband signal come up with someone requesting to "please send more Radio Garbanzo." Steven Rogovich in Virginia Beach, VA heard the station late in the evening on 7415, from 0348-0418 when they announced the Hilo, Hawaii address for reports (P.O. Box 5074 Hilo, 96720). Dave Borenstein in Centereach, NY heard them at 0400 on 7415, I assume the same date.

Radio Clandestine has been quite active recently. Heard by Terry O’Laughlin in Barnevald, WI at 0326-0422 on 7415 with R.F. Burns playing the "Monolithic Telephone." Sign off was announced at 0405, but the audio and signal levels merely dropped off and programming continues to 0422 when it went off with no announcement.

Clandestine was also heard by Robert Fletcher in Long Island on 3950 from 0420, claiming to be the pirate ship "Clandestine" off the coast of North America. R.F. Burns claims the station has been featured on an episode of "Miami Vice." No address was announced for reports. Ken Wright of San Antonio caught the station (his first pirate) on 7415 from 0230-0245. Radio Clandestine also proved the first pirate for J. Trask in New Hope, PA who heard them from 0153 to about 0233 sign off.

WNYS, on 1,000 kHz medium wave was found by Robert A. Nichini. The station plays only classical music and says it’s on every Sunday from 2 to 5 pm. In between selections, there were editorial tapes from the John Birch Society which, it was noted, reflected the thoughts of the station’s management. Listeners who wanted more information about the subject discussed were asked to write to WNYS at RRI, Box 191, Elizaville, NY 12523. The announcer, however, claimed the station was in Taghkanic, NY which notes Robert, is about 110 miles north of New York City. He makes no note of it, but the address given by the station.

(Continued on page 74)
Midland International introduced a professional grade CB rig with an advanced remote channel selection system called Micro-Tune II. Model 77-158 is the latest addition to Midland's extensive line of portable, mobile, and base station CB rigs.

The Micro-Tune II system makes channel selection safe and convenient with two-speed up/down buttons mounted right on the microphone. In addition, ergonomically (a $5 worth) designed channel selection buttons are located on the front panel, giving you a choice of standard or remote tuning. A series of sequential LED's monitors incoming signal level, transmitter output and modulation.

This rig also has an RF gain (highway/city) switch, instant Channel 9 and 19 switch, variable mic gain, switchable noise elimination system, large LED channel readouts, amber backlit controls, and a built-in PA system.

Nice rig, and we like the idea of instant Channel 19 selection. Personally, I've always thought that the ability to to instantly switch to Channel 19 is more useful than an instant Channel 9 switch. This rig lets you switch to either, but most can only switch to Channel 9.

Midland International can give you more information on their Micro-Tune II if you contact them at Midland International, Consumer Communications Division, 1690 North Topping, Kansas City, MO 64120.

Aussie CB

Harlan Hitchell, SSB-54D, of Paris, TX says that he's heard some skip coming through from Australia and would like to know a little more about how the channels are arranged there. For the most part, CB down under is rather similar to CB in the U.S. and Canada. Stations run 4 watts on 40 channels from 26.925 to 27.405 MHz, although Channel 8 there, has the same purpose as Channel 19 in North America. There's also a UHF FM band (similar to the GMRS in the United States) on 476.425 to 477.40 MHz (40 channels), used with repeaters.

GME Electrophone and Colt are popular 27 MHz rigs in Australia. Marty Semrau, Hammond, IN comments on observations we offered here a couple of issues ago. He says that power mikes and other power accessories may extend the range of a station, but that's not of any value unless a station can receive as far as it can transmit. In his area, such stations have always been known as Alligator bases.

The Midland 77-158 has lots of great features.

all mouth and no ears! In my own neck of the woods, an Alligator Base is an operator who never shuts up and give anybody else a chance to talk, but I suppose one definition is a first cousin to the other.

But Marty's point is well taken. If a station can't hear stations more than 10 or 15 miles out, there's little point in being able to heard past that point. Anything beyond that is just interference!

Capt. R.E. Cappella, San Diego, CA was kind enough to pass along his colorful photo QSL, showing his combo CB and all-band, all-mode monitor station. Capt. Cappella is into HF as well as VHF listening, and can copy FAX, CW, SITOR, RTTY, packet, and all voice modes. Rather an impressive station in all respects.

Some provocative thoughts arrived by mail from from Gregg A. Pohll, Chiloquin, OR. Gregg says that while he was copying two stations in AZ, it crossed his mind that the FCC's 150 mile (anti-skip working) restriction is senseless. The way the sunspots are creating skip conditions, it doesn't require the use of illegal high power to work skip. When the skip comes rolling in solid, CB channels can become absolutely useless for local communications anyway, so what harm would be done if operators were permitted to communicate with stations with 20-over-9 signals that were located 500 or 1,000 miles away?

A good question, Gregg, and one that was previously asked by 27 MHz operators during periods of high sunspot (DX) activity in the 1960's and 1970's. The FCC position has mostly been that the original concept of CB was that it would be a substantive short-distance communications, and that those who want to make new friends and random long distance contacts via skip propagation should consider obtaining ham tickets.

On a reality basis, many CB operators can't resist the temptation to go back to those friendly DX stations that they call with their evil offers of contacts and friendship. They're willing to take a chance and violate the distance rule against the low odds of getting caught.

The FCC has always ignored requests to change the rule. If readers have any opinions on any of this, we'd like to hear them.

Not long ago, we did ask for opinions on whether the FCC should continue licensing of individual CB stations. Responses that were typical of most we received came in from people like Jeffrey, of West Covina, CA.
Jeffrey would like to see licenses issued because he thinks they would cut down on the X-Rated language going out over the channels.

William Pittman, of New Port Richey, FL felt that he'd gladly pay $25 to $50 if it would "clean up" the channels. However, Pittman would also like to see the service expanded to 50 channels and the power levels raised to about 25 watts. Then, he would want the FCC to be able to keep half of the license fees in order to enforce the regulations.

A request for QSL card swaps came in from Pat Burke, SSB-349A and RMS-245, who adds his vote to the idea of running a regular listing of those who are swapping. Those who'd like to exchange cards with Pat will receive, in return, a very sharp full-color QSL that would look nice on any wall. His address is: Pat Burke, 5330 Goshen Rd., Ft. Wayne, IN 46818.

Mike, of Long Island City, NY monitors Channel 15 and is known as Cracker 878 on the air. He digs our column and asks local readers to give him a shout. Sent along a good looking color photo of the shack there showing the Uniden President Madison rig and other assorted goodies.

Were always looking for QSL's, shacks photos, news, and opinions. Yours are cordially invited.

Over 75,000 active amateurs in over 125 countries throughout the world read and enjoy a different kind of ham magazine every month. They read CQ.

It's more than just a magazine. It's an institution.
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Newcomers to the SWL hobby often query about the “Woodpecker” ORM that is heard across many SW bands. This interference is believed to be caused by Soviet Over-the-Horizon Radar and official complaints have been lodged against the Soviet Government, but they have shown no signs of eliminating the transmissions.

Last month, we described a Bell telephone network, this led J.M., KY to send in a few more IDs: WNIY791, Southwestern, Bell, Houston, TX; WNHT324, SW Bell, Kansas City, MO. J.M. also provided additional facts. “All of the SW Bell stations participate in a weekly HF Radio Network meeting for a brief check-in at either 1400, 1500 or 2000 UTC. WNIM867 is the NCS for this group. Other stations, plus SW Bell WNIM867, meet monthly. WNFT417 is NCS for this presumed national net. I heard callsign KPA525 which is located in Chicago, IL but no other details were given. Some stations were using what sounded like ARQ transmissions. A few additional channels have been determined and they are: CH19 4610.5 kHz. CH50 7697.1 kHz.”

Kurt Hallmeyer, CA writes, “I have been a reader for several years and a ‘ute’ listener on and off for some time, but finally got serious about it a few years ago. Most of my listening is done on a Yaesu FRG-8800 with a 65-foot long-wire antenna.

B.B., IL says he monitors with a pair of Kenwood R-1000 receivers, an ICOM IC-R71A, a Kenwood TS-930 transceiver and many WW2 surplus receivers of the BC-348 and ARC-5 variety.

From Maine we hear from David Kingsbury, who does his SW listening with a Panasonic RF-2800 receiver with a 20-foot long-wire antenna.

On 11105 kHz, Rudolph Poulet, Brazil, picked up a YL/PP in USB with number groups, but he later determined they were operation numbers of a local fertilizer factory.

Andy Gordon, CT furnished another batch of details on US Navy communications. NAVCAMSPAC is in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. NAVCAMSMED is in Naples, Italy. New MARS call signs are: NNNOCLL is for the USS O’Callahan, FF-1051; NNNONTI Long Beach, CA Navy Base, NNNSOF NAS Alameda, CA. MARS 20 MHz frequencies: 20,675 kHz, 20,936 kHz, 20,974 kHz, 20,987 kHz, 20,997 kHz.

In the letter which accompanied the QSL card from the USCG Group Woods Hole, MA, R.C. Watts, KY learned that at the time of his reception, the Group Commo Center (NMF-2) had a search and rescue case going which involved the disabled fishing vessel Commonwealth, F/V Maria Joanne and CG Rescue 1475. The Commonwealth had a foot of sea water on her deck plates, but Rescue 1475 dropped pumps and took care of the problem. F/V Maria Joanne was nearby and assisted the Commonwealth to her homeport of New Bedford, MA.

Joseph Cafferky, MA noted a YL/SS 5F broadcast in which a digit was skipped causing two groups to be run together with a total of 9 digits instead of the normal 5F per group. Joe, there are many mistakes that appear from time to time when intercepting numbers transmissions.

Richard Ipsen, CA wrote in to indicate that the “Numbers” messages have been around a lot longer then the 30 years mentioned in the two-part feature that ran in the May/June issues of POP.COMM. Richard, it is certainly true that digit traffic has been associated with “Spy” activity for some many years. However, popular reference is to the proliferation of such transmissions appearing on the air after WWII and continuing to date.

During his monitoring of a numbers mes-
sage, B.B. IL observed the following incident. "At 0120, during a VLF/EE 5F transmission on 5692 kHz, someone else came up on the frequency and said 'Shut-Up!'" I guess that person that had become irritated at hearing the long string of number groups and thought they could get the station to stop transmitting? 

Hugh Hawkins, TX forwarded the information that "Portishead Radio has a new QSL card. Yellow with black lettering. The signer of the card, a Mr. Bennett, apologized, as he thinks that the new card is inferior to the previous one. Budget cuts, he says. Hugh also pointed out "Norddeich Radio is no longer sending out QSL cards, according to the recent verification received. They did send a picture post card along with my PFC, which was the same as the ex-QSL card." Note the text of the letter received by Hugh.

Utility Intercepts All Times Are UTC

221: Beacon BO, Bristol, TN at 1613 (J.M., KY).
232: Beacon CO, Indianapolis, IN at 0632 (J.M.).
236: Beacon R2T, Chillicothe, OH at 0345 (J.M.).
260: Beacon YAT, Attawapiskat, ON at 0529 (J.M., KY).
302: Beacon RE, Burlington Boy LS, ONT (Rostolwski, NJ). The E following the letter R indicates the emergency or backup emit in use.
316: Beacon OP, Old Field Point LS, NY; Beacon SP, Stratford Point, CT; Beacon XR, Execution Rocks, NY. All girls turning this here, all day (Rostolwski).
317: Beacon TB, Tybee LS, GA at 0345 (J.M.).
229: Beacon CH, Charleston, SC at 0350 (J.M.).
335: Beacon LUK, Cincinnati, OH at 0600 (J.M.).
344: Beacon RFE, Rutherford, SC, (Williams, SC).
368: Beacon SLP, Shelby, NC (Williams, SC).
378: Beacon RRL, French Lick, IN at 1800 (J.M., KY).
371: Beacon XED, Middletown, OH at 2214; Beacon GT, Great Falls, MT at 1111 (Pierce, TX).
385: Beacon GYB, Giddings, TX at 0429 (Bliese, TX).
407: Beacon CO, Colorado Springs, CO at 1044 (Pierce, TX).
520: Beacon AW, Atlanta, WA (Arenas, BC).
1743/5230: A cardless telephone and its very strong 3rd harmonic at 0402 (Kentree, NY).
2102: PJDC, M/V Fast Sea of Holigax CO in USB at 2118 (Ricks, PA).
2629: Fishy Vessel Endeavor in USB at 0142 wkg USCG Woods Hole (MA) req info on injured crew member in nearby hospital (O'Connors, NH).
2670: Fishy Vessel Barbora Anne in USB requesting distress call from 85 ft. lobster boat, Elizabeth. (Kentree) Elizabeth having no power. Mod 0623 0850 when vessel reported under own power (Kentree, MENA).
2716: French warship Commandant Blasat (FF-796) clg NICGP Newport at 0115 asking permission to enter port. Vessel used callsign FACB, NEWZ, USS Detroit (DD-989) at 1115 clg Newport Port Central to permission to enter port on visit from Charleston, SC, several units from Naval Surface Group 4 including NJRE, USN Edon (DD-946). HNL, USN Affray (MMD-511). A NULLE. USS Connoe (FF-1043) making course checks & exchanging position reports, course/depth info re early morning exercises (Gordon, CT).
3019: Two scallop boats in USB discussing crew problems, strict XM-Radio language & on a beatng frequency at 0625 (Fernandez, MA).
3019: Stator clg Sea Bereza in USB at 0339. Freq. very active on weekends during mid Reserve training (Thomas, TX).
3745: New York Radio in USB at 0350 w/axion via (Caiffeley, MA).
4096: AAE, Сан-Меино, Italy has an INR 3919 kHz LSB at 0102 (A. Nonymous, MO).
4066: NCVR, USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70) clg San Diego, CA at 0135. Manchester force was underway to pick up Air Commander, NUSA, USS America (CV-64) clg Norfolk (ICSB operator) to MBA Master CINCLANTFLT, NUSA reported being dead in the water at 2300, HNZ, USS William H. Strousse (CG-32) wkg San Diego (CCS1) at 0800 w/inj crew member, sailing Vessel Gloria gave a call to NUSA on 4566.1 kHz but since NUSA receives on 4360 kHz they didn't respond, the Gloria was sending in the blind & claimed it was transmitting the Atlantic & loc near Azores (Gordon).
4120: High Seas Op w/patches at 0338 (Gorafalo, NY). More than likely, this was a vessel on 4118.8 kHz working WLO in Mobile AL (4413.2 kHz), See Kentree's Tune In On Telephone Calls for more info.
4610: WTM867, S.W. Bell Telephone, St. Louis, MO. W/Sail, w/kg satellite, FDR. S/W Bell Little Rock, AR in USB at 1522 (J.M., KY).
4721: MVU, British RAF, W. Drayton, England in USB at 0335 w/fox/transformers (O'Connors, NH).
4867: Vancouver Maritime Radio, OM op, handling ship patches at 0100 (Halifax, NS).
5263: CW at 0037 sending out a cut numbers marker reading TBE8L94J NAOE ENB1J (Kentree). 5297: Houston to w/kg giving ops reports, & advising secondary freqs as 10075 & 13330 kHz (Thomas, TX).
5535: Speedbird London to var British Airways a/c at 0240 in USB. Secondary freqs 8921 & 8930 kHz (Thomas, TX).
5571: Anti-smugger ops in S.E. USA. Many stations at 1128 kHz at 0200 - Lane Stevi, Omaha, Phip Pong, Blue, alc Roadrunner 50 ship Marfa, TX running a/c till 8:00. Same voice scrambling - data bursts (Thomas, TX). This freq listed as "Yankee" listed as "Kenkel's top secret Registry.
5669: A/C Jordanian 272 in USB at 0236 w/fox report to London (O'Connors, NH).
5768: NMF. USCG Comms Blasen w/kg Rescue 1200 at 1300 - Elizabeth Bay, NC. Flying over capitalized information 1800 m E of Charleston at 0045, USB. Also w/kg w/n/68XJ, USCGC Expedition, A. Nonymous, USMS Mean It's seen to have picked up survivor. Capized vessel had drifted 55 mi from point where first distress call was received by USCG satellite (over PA). S/W Bell Some numbers at 1400 (Mason, England).
6210: MAC 402/Ya-yak (Panama) in USB at 0350 re light/dark data & patches. Re picking up a burn patient from Army hospital in Panama (Fernandez)
6370: SAM, 216 & Brandywine in USB at 2118 trying to correct satellite problems (A. Nonymous, MO).
Dear Sir,

we have received your letter concerning the reception of transmissions from Nordeide Radio (DAP).

Norddeich Radio is a coast station working in the maritime mobile service. Most of the transmissions of this station are subject to secrecy of telecommunication.

Due to normally we do not verify reception reports, as we have no QSL cards. So we exceptually use your prepared card for a verification of your monitoring.

Thank you very much for your given information and details.

Best regards,

for the Head of the Office

verification card
WHAT'S NEW WITH THE CLANDESTINES

BY GERRY L. DEXTER

In the nearly three decades which have passed since Castro took power in Cuba, there has been a long list of voices raised against him on any number of radio stations, some legitimate others secret. One of the latter, was Radio Libertad Cubana, based in the Miami area. The star of this station was “Commandante David,” who claimed to have a considerable audience within Cuba. The station’s began in 1978, and was quite active for a couple of years.

“David” and his station were tracked down, busted, then taken to court by the FCC in 1980. “David” turned out to be one Jose Gonzales, a 47 year old native of Santa Clara, Cuba, and now U.S. citizen. Gonzales, in fact, may not have been his real name. At any rate, charges against him were eventually dropped and, though “David’s” on-the-air appearances were reduced, they didn’t entirely disappear until 1984, when Libertad Cubana was last noted by shortwave monitors.

Now, some four years after that last reception, Libertad Cubana and “David” are back. Or they seem to be. A station using the Libertad Cubana name, but adding to that “...y Radio Felipe de la Cruz” has been heard since early May. The announcer is identifying himself as “Commandante David” although monitors who have heard both the earlier and current broadcasts, have their doubts as to whether she is the same person. The significance of the “Felipe de la Cruz” part of the name is unknown.

The new version of Libertad Cubana is on the air Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 0100-0130 UTC and has been heard on 7045 and 7076. Incidentally, “Commandante David” was the name used by Castro in his guerrilla days.

By the way, another anti-Castro outlet, La Voz de Alpha 66 (run by the Alpha 66 organization) continues to be active. Strangely, the schedules of Alpha 66 and Libertad Cubana are identical! Alpha 66, appropriately enough, operates on 6666.6 kHz.

Changes in the world’s political climate is the probable cause for the most recent changes in the line up of clandestine broadcasters. We mentioned the somewhat questionable future of the Nicaraguan contra station last month. Both are still active at this writing, possibly because so little progress has been made with the peace talks.

With the Soviet pullout in Afghanistan underway, it will be interesting to learn the fate of the Radio Free Afghanistan service carried over US-supported Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty. The same holds true for the more independent Voice of Unity, though one might expect a longer life from this one, since the mujahadeen make no secret about not yet being finished with their goals.

The resumption of diplomatic relations between Ethiopia and Somalia include an agreement to end hostile propaganda directed at each other. The signing of these agreements took place in early April, about the same time transmissions from Radio Halgan seem to have ceased. Radio Halgan was the United Voice of Somali Opposition Forces on behalf of the Somali National Movement and Democratic Front for the Salvation of Somalia. It was believed that this station was using the facilities of the Ethiopian government-run radio. A number of DX’ers in the US were able to hear and verify this station. The Voice of Western Somali and Somali Abo Liberation Fronts, carried over Radio Mogadishu, have also left the air.

The station broadcasting against the current government of Columbia, is apparently still in operation, although we haven’t monitored it yet at our listening post. The station is now said to be identifying as La Voz de la Resistencia and claims it broadcasts on behalf of the Simon Bolivar Guer- rilla Co-ordinating Board which, in turn, is made up of the two main anti-government guerrilla forces: M-19 (aka the April 19th Movement) and FARC, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia—People’s Army.

The station seems to be using very low power. If you want to attempt to pick up the broadcasts, try Sundays (the only day it’s on the air) at 1330 on 6835, 2300 on 14285, 1600 on 10257, 1630 on 7215 or 2130 on 7422. All broadcasts are, of course, in Spanish and last only about fifteen minutes.

Some are either broadcast in sideband, or are better tuned using that mode.

There is a new anti-Libyan clandestine on the air that calls itself the Voice of the People, broadcasting on behalf of something called the Libyan National Movement. Broadcasts are in Arabic and noted between 1500 and 1600 on 17960. We have no address or any other information about this group.

The other anti-Khadafi station, the Voice of the Libyan People, which broadcasts on behalf of the National Front for the Salvation of Libya, announces additional broadcasts at 0600, 1600, and 2100 on 9500 and 11825. This station now issues a very nice QSL card. Reports go to this address: Al-In-quad, 332 South Franklin, Box A-266, Chica- go, IL 60606-7093. This is one of those “instant Chicago mailing address” firms. Replies, sans return address, are postmarked in Britain.

La Voz Popular, the anti-Guatemalan clandestine, is still active on Friday only (Saturday UTC) from 0000. In Spanish on 6970. Signals, though, are not very strong.

From Japan, Takashi Kuroda, supplies some notes on Kampuchean clandestines, including the current schedule for the Voice of Democratic Kampuchea, which airs over Radio Beijing facilities. It’s currently 0900-1000 on 15110 and 17680, 1300-1400 on 4130, 5150, 11675 and 15360 (one this one’s your best opportunity if you’re in North America), 1800-1900 on 7385, 2330-0300 on 7350, 8345 and 9440 and 0400-0500 on 15110 and 17680. Takashi also notes the Voice of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea on its new frequency of 5408 (ex-5199.8) though with quite a bit of interference at his location.

This column continues to seek information, especially mailing addresses, for the following stations: Radio Caiman (anti-Castro), Radio SPLA (anti-Sudan; Sudan People’s Liberation Movement), Radio Bar- dasi (anti-Chad), The Voice of Ethiopian Unity and the new Columbian clandestine mentioned above. Solid information, or even clues, would be very much appreciated.

And in the appreciation department, we can add the input you send to this column. Your clandestine station, loggings, comments, QSL notes, background information, resistance newsletters, new clippings and related information are all highly useful. As always, we can protect those reporters who wish to keep their names out of print, so don’t hold back! Till next month, best wishes and good hunting!
Roommates in an apartment, or in a college dorm, have been forever arguing over who the ringing phone is for. It could be an unwanted girlfriend, or another call for your popular partner, who invariably is not in. In the old days, the only way to find out who was on the other end, was to pick up the phone. You always got stuck taking messages for someone else. No one ever told you that having a phone meant secretarial chores.

The phone company, with its digital exchanges, has a solution...Distinctive Ringing. Besides Call Waiting and Call Forwarding, the phone company is now offering Distinctive Ringing. Now, when the phone rings and you are alone, you will know whether it is worth turning off the TV to answer the phone.

The way in which a phone rings is known as its "cadence" which is a musical term that has been used since since the middle ages. Most musicians are familiar with the term cadence; it means the rhythm, beat or fall in a voice. In telephone slang, it means the rhythm, or timing, of the ring.

In the U.S., the standard ring cadence is two seconds of ring and four seconds of silence. This means, that on the third ring of the phone, fourteen seconds will have passed. Note, that some modern wrinkle type ringers will change the cadence. Wrinkle ringers will take the power from the standard ring, and use it to create a different cadence.

What we will be discussing here, is the standard cadence as heard on an old fashioned gong ringer. Fans of foreign movies and world travelers will know that every country has a different ringing cadence. Some ringing cadences seem to spend more time in ring than in silence. This type of cadence can be quite nerve wracking.

One of the features of modern digital exchanges, is that with software changes, three different "numbers" can be assigned to a pair of wires. So, whether you dial 555-1234, 555-4321 or 555-1243, it will connect you to the same physical pair of wires. What will differentiate the calls at the other end will be the ringing. For example, if Joe has 555-1234 calls, his number will have the standard 2 second ring with 4 second pause. Charlie, who has 555-4321, will get three 1½ second rings with a 4 second pause. Fred, who has 555-1243, will now know the phone is for him when he gets two sequential 1 second rings with a 2 second pause.

All well and good, but we still do not have a phone answering machine that can distinguish between various ring cadences. But, should distinctive ringing catch on, you can guarantee someone will make a machine with a "programmable cadence recognition" Then will see a machine that not only will recognize the ringing cadence, but will play a separate message for each subscriber's number. With more sophistication—this means more software—the machine will only play back messages to the correct subscriber. This way, Fred will not have to listen to Charlie's boring messages about the upcoming YMCA picnic. If this seems far fetched, consider that not that long ago, answering machines had no features at all. An old style machine picked up on the first ring. It had a fixed length announce message and a fixed length message. If you were lucky,

In Britain, cellular phones are popular with "City Gents", the movers and shakers in the "City" as the financial center of London is called.
the machines used cassettes so the tape could be replaced. All this used to cost over $500, a far cry from the micro-processor controlled machines that cost less than $100 today.

The whole purpose of Distinctive Ringing, besides providing households with convenience, is to get more use out of the single pair of copper wires that wind their way down from the local exchange, to the various houses and apartments in each town. This wire costs money to install and maintain. To have it sit idle most of the time is a waste of resources. To enable two other "numbers" to share this pair will provide revenue to the phone company. Of course, when a house has two actual lines coming in, it is possible to call from one number to the other, all you will get is a busy signal.

One problem that distinctive ringing is not going to sort out is the old "who made the call to Brussels" fight when the bill comes in. The phone companies will not be offering separate accounts for each number on the distinctive number plan. It is possible to allow separate accounts by dialing an "account code" before getting dialtone. Hopefully, this feature will be offered in the near future.

So, if there is more than one phone user in a household, here is the solution without the expense of extra lines and without the clutter of extra phone instruments. At last, a solution to teenage daughters.

--

Low-Cost, High Gain SW Antenna

While expensive trap dipoles offer satisfactory international broadcast reception, they do so at the expense of other frequency bands. Why pay more for an antenna that gives you less?

Tip: The Grove ANT2 Skywire offers full 100 kHz-30 MHz frequency coverage without compromises and may be erected in a variety of convenient configurations. Designed for use with any general coverage receiver or shortwave, medium wave or long wave radio.

---

**SPECIAL!!**

**BIG "D" Sale Prices**

**SONY ICF-2010**

Regularly $419.00

1-800-441-0145 (IN TEXAS) 1-800-527-2156 • ask for Ham Dept.

**ICOM R7000A**

ICOM R71A

Prices On REQUEST

**YAESU FRG 8800**

**KENWOOD R-5000**

**KENWOOD R-2000**

**YAESU FRG 9600**

**Birds of a feather flock together**

**Find hidden radio transmitters (bugs) in your home, office or car. The TD-17 is designed to locate the most common type of electronic bug—the miniaturized radio transmitter—which can be planted by anyone, almost anywhere.**

The TD-17 warns of the presence of nearby RF transmitters, within the frequency range of 1 MHz to 1,000 MHz, when the RF Alert LED turns on. The flashing Range LED and audio tone give an indication of the distance to the bug. The Sensitivity control, used in conjunction with the two LEDs, helps you quickly zero in on hidden bugs.

The hand-held TD-17 weighs less than 7 oz. and is housed in a high-impact plastic case. Furnished complete with battery, antenna, instruction manual and one year Limited Warranty. Save $100 to $200 and order at our factory direct price of only $98. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Catalog $1 or FREE with order.

---

**CAPRI ELECTRONICS**

P.O. Box 589G
Bangley, CO 81122
(303) 884-9084

---
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Log any of the super power FM stations that have come on the air? These are station running 100 kilowatts with a tower in excess of a thousand feet.

Chicagoland Radio Waves has published its second issue, and its third by the time you read this. This is a two dozen or so page pamphlet published by Media Ties and S. J. Peters. If you’d like a copy, send a SASE to mediates, Box 2215-W, Westmont, IL 60559. This booklet lists all the area stations, their format, telephone number and frequency as well as other interesting radio news. Did you know Chicago has over forty rock stations? Did you know there was a radio museum in Chicago? The Museum of Broadcast Communication was founded by WBEZ/WTTW personality Bruce DuMont. It is 14,000 square feet of photo exhibits, decade rooms, the Kraft Television Theatre, vintage gear and such as well as the Edgar Bergen exhibit, a WGN studio and more. MBC is located on the first floor of the River City Building at 800 S. Wells. The hours are noon to 5 PM on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday and 10 AM to 5 PM on Saturday. Donations range to $3.00. A couple of things found in the Peters’ radio guide.

M.H. Schneider says a better way to get stereo is to purchase a stereo simulator, such as the one made by Recton, along with a set of “AR Powered Partners” and listen to AM, FM and Shortwave in stereo. I have to agree with Manuel, the sound of much of radio today we’re better off to take the output of our mono ICF-2010 and simulate our own stereo!

Another great AM station has bitten the dust ... WCBM in Baltimore shut down their 10 kilowatt transmitters when the owner was no longer making payroll. A recent trip to Baltimore confirmed that 680 is clear all over Maryland and most of Virginia. A sad loss to radio, especially to me, since I knew some of the employees. I hope someone will be able to restart WCBM.

Ken Kuzenski brings me joy. He built his own loop, mainly because of so many mentions in this column. His comment ... "I'm
### Call Letter Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AM Stations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson, AZ</td>
<td>KFXX</td>
<td>KTZR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocklin, CA</td>
<td>KFRP</td>
<td>KEBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babson Park, FL</td>
<td>WLOO</td>
<td>WCZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gainesville, FL</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>WWLO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildwood, FL</td>
<td>WCHF</td>
<td>WMZY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chattanooga, FL</td>
<td>WENO</td>
<td>WTCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrin, IL</td>
<td>WHPI</td>
<td>WJPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Anse, MI</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>KTFJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport, NH</td>
<td>WCNL</td>
<td>WXXK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati, OH</td>
<td>WCKY</td>
<td>WRDZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodburn, OR</td>
<td>KWRC</td>
<td>WKBY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroeville, PA</td>
<td>WCXJ</td>
<td>WXVX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington, SC</td>
<td>WXAX</td>
<td>WLOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarksville, TN</td>
<td>WKVL</td>
<td>WCTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabethon, TN</td>
<td>WIDD</td>
<td>WITM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longview, TX</td>
<td>KAAA</td>
<td>KGIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amherst, VA</td>
<td>WWWL</td>
<td>WAMV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AM Stations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldale, VA</td>
<td>WRAZ</td>
<td>WBYG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walla Walla, WA</td>
<td>KAFR</td>
<td>KSMX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM Stations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kearny, AZ</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>KCDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colusa, CA</td>
<td>KWBF</td>
<td>KLLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Collins, CO</td>
<td>WCOL-FM</td>
<td>KIMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loveland, CO</td>
<td>KLOR-FM</td>
<td>KTRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metter, GA</td>
<td>WKQK</td>
<td>WHCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University, MS</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>WUMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport, NH</td>
<td>WCNL-FM</td>
<td>WXXK-FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State College, PA</td>
<td>WXLR</td>
<td>WBHV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canyon, TX</td>
<td>KATP</td>
<td>KHKW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, TX</td>
<td>KJYY</td>
<td>KLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarillo, TX</td>
<td>KZQZ</td>
<td>KSEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamesa, TX</td>
<td>KLSC</td>
<td>KUFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandview, WA</td>
<td>KUFO</td>
<td>KLSC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**sorry I waited so long to try.” Thanks Ken.**

Formats mentioned a few months ago have brought a response from the other side of the dial, which I admit to listening very often. Hugh Miller asks about the many varied formats available on the educational stations. He’s absolutely right, without stations like WJHU in Baltimore and WMFE in Orlando, I’d go nuts listening to commercial radio. As I mentioned a few paragraphs back, the Chicago area has over forty rock stations and if the oldies “rock” stations are included, it means about fifty percent of Chicago radio is rock oriented. Compare that with one big band, four classical, three jazz, four news, seven talk and seven religious. There are up to about seven stations doing each of about a half dozen other formats.

Both Cam LiDestri and Patrick Griffith sent a copy of Bob Greene’s newspaper col-
Since 1967, CRB Research has been the world's leading publisher and supplier of unique hobby and professional books and information including:
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New titles are constantly being added to our exciting catalog. If it's interesting and unusual, we've got it. You'll see! Ask for our latest FREE catalog.
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BY TOM KNUTZ, EL4K
6th Edition

New from April where he describes an airplane ride in which he listened to the FM radio while on the flight only to find out after the fact that what he did was illegal. Isn't everything that's fun! All joking aside, there is a good point to be made here: Many of us are aware of the nearness of the aircraft band to the FM broadcast band and have heard airplanes on the FM band due to images in our radios. A similar problem can occur if we listen to FM radio in an airplane. The small oscillator operating in the FM radio could be oscillating at 10.7 MHz above the station one might be listening to and this
small minute oscillator could be right on the navigational channels of the aircraft in which you might be riding, possibly blocking the receiver being used to guide you safely across the sky. This is a serious matter and is why radio listening is not permitted in aircraft. All DX’ers have been tempted to listen while the stewards are busy elsewhere and I hope that all, like me, have allowed common sense to prevail. If not, please do so in the future, remember, it might be me riding on the plane! This is one place we cannot DX!

What are you hearing in the way of DX? Send in your loggings relating to CB, FM, and TV. Send to Mark Manucy, Broadcast Topix, Popular Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.

GREAT RADIO READS!

LIMITED SPACE SHORTWAVE ANTENNA SOLUTIONS by Frank P. Hughes, VE3DOB. Chances are you can have a better receiving antenna in use, no matter where you live or how little space you have to work with. A great collection of antenna options for every situation from small yards to condominiums. $10.95 plus $1 shipping.

Want more QSLs? SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL QSLing by Gerry Dexter tells you how to get them. This complete guide to reception reports and QSL collecting covers everything from the most basic steps to tricks the experienced QSL’ers use. 128 pages. $9.95 plus $1 shipping.

Writing foreign language reception reports is a snap with LANGUAGE LAB - THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REPORTING GUIDE. Over 800 sentences, phrases and words let you customize your letter to suit your own needs. Available in Spanish, French, Portuguese, Indonesian editions. Each edition $12.95, any two for $23, any three for $33, all four - $42 plus $1 per book shipping.

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING WITH THE EXPERTS, Edited by Gerry Dexter. Here's a huge book on all types of radio monitoring. 25 chapters by 25 experts cover everything from setting up your shack to SWBC to scanners to FM DX. Over 500 pages, more than 200 illustrations. $22.95 plus $2 shipping.

THE ESSENTIAL radioteleTYPE FREQUENCY LIST by Dallas Williams has over 1,000 active RTTY outlets you can monitor in North America. Listed by frequency and callsign. $10.95 plus $1.

BASIC GUIDE TO VHF/UHF HAM RADIO by Ed Nol, W3FQJ. A great introduction to ham operations on the 2, 6 and 1.25 M bands plus 23, 33 and 70CM. $6.95 plus shipping.

Order from your SWL or Ham radio book dealer or direct from:

Tiae Publications
P.O. Box 493
Lake Geneva, WI 53147

Foreign orders $2 shipping per book. Send $1 for complete catalog.
Emergency Cellular Systems

Cellular telephones now play an important role in the emergency communications radio system. The predictability of service area, and reliability of instant access to a dial tone, makes cellular phones an ideal candidate for handling local emergency disaster communications.

There are over 300 operating cellular systems in the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Bermuda and the Virgin Islands. These systems support 1.3 million subscribers. The cellular system sees 60,000 newcomers coming up on channel every month!

Cellular phone equipment is at an all-time low. About $975 is what it will take to buy a modern cellular set and have it installed in your vehicle.

Permanently installed vehicular cellular telephones amount to 60 percent of all cellular sets sold. Thirty percent of all cellular phones sold are transportable. These sets are characterized by their lunchpail size and contain a battery pack powerful enough to keep them going all day and night between recharges. Ten percent of cellular sales go to a new breed of portable cellular sets, slightly larger than a walkie-talkie, capable of giving you over an hour of talk time.

For the emergency communicator, transportables and portable cellular sets (40 percent of all sales), seem like the logical choice. These sets sell between $1,000 to $2,000; Radio Shack has one of the best lines of transportable and portable sets around! You have got to hear these sets in operation to appreciate the quality of a cellular phone call.

Most cellular carriers have developed a 911 emergency reporting system that rings a local dispatch center trained to handle mobile phone emergency reports. This allows them to route the call immediately to the local authorities in your particular location. In the early years of cellular, there was no telling who might get on a 911 call-up. That has now all changed, because cellular carriers realize the importance of the emergency call system.

In Southern California, the state is switching to wire line emergency freeway call boxes, to cellular emergency freeway call boxes. This self-contained system uses solar cells to recharge the built-in batteries, and a small marine-type 3 dB gain cellular antenna to access the local cell site.

In order to obtain the best area utility of your cellular phone set, you may need to prearrange operating agreements with different cellular carriers that serve your outlying emergency response areas. Operating on another carrier's system is called "roaming", some systems allow unannounced roamers with automatic billing, yet other systems may lock you out.

And then there are the non-wire line and wire line operating companies that operate on "A" block frequencies and "B" block frequencies. The wire line company is usually the local land line telephone service. The non-wire line company is the competitor and may, or may not, accept roamers on their extended area communication links.

It's essential, as an emergency communicator, to check ahead of time before planning to operate your cellular phone system on another carrier's service. This requires a phone call and credit applications to those carriers that do not accept automatic roaming and billing.

Once you have set up an agreement, you may direct dial numbers without any hassle at that remote disaster area when time is of the essence. No telling how many different phone company bills you may receive at the end of the month!

Setting up a roaming agreement will also allow you to receive phone calls automatically that are dialed to your cellular telephone set.

Signals at 800 MHz work well in large cities. If you are handling emergency communications in a city served by cellular phone service, your equipment will work almost anywhere.

However, out in the country, trees, hills and foliage might impede your cellular signal. You may need to move your equipment around to several different locations to find a "hot spot". An outside antenna will dramatically improve range. Many emergency communicators are using white fiberglass marine cellular antennas because of their high gain. Both incoming as well as outgoing transmissions are boosted by as much as four times. These white fiberglass whips also contain a built-in ground plane which eliminates the need for trying to haphazardly rig your cellular antenna system. Just get these white fiberglass poles up as high as possible, move them around until your "ready" light comes on, and you are on the air. The marine antennas are also shipped with high-quality, flexible, coaxial cable.

Flexible solar panels may also replenish the internal batteries on small cellular sets. Rig this up ahead of time so you are ready.
for prolonged communications during an emergency. Finally, know your precise cellular coverage for each carrier giving service to your emergency response area.

Consider the possibilities of a cellular telephone as an integral part of your emergency communications plan. Its solid broad-area coverage makes it ideal to get your emergency call through, loud and clear.

Now Available!  
The First Annual  
CQ  
Amateur Radio Equipment Buyers Guide

This valuable new master directory and buyer's guide will serve you day in and day out in searching out new gear, comparing new models, locating dealers near you and mail-order retailers around the country. It'll help you buy more wisely with its multi-reference concept to help you wend your way through the buying maze.

COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION
It's a single-volume source book of the latest Amateur Radio gear all sectionalized by equipment type for easy reference by the seasoned editorial staff of CQ.

• Complete product descriptions.
• Technical specifications.
• Retail prices.
• Equipment photographs.

WHO'S WHO IN THE AMATEUR RADIO BUSINESS
It's a Buyer's Guide filled with the kind of support information you've always needed, but couldn't easily get: Dealer listings state-by-state (including branches), names and calls for key personnel, top lines carried, whether or not trade-ins are accepted or on-site repairs are made ... and so on.

BUYING TIPS FROM THE EXPERTS
Great articles on the in's and out's of purchasing Amateur equipment. The experts give you the inside scoop on everything from antennas to transceivers to making your first packet contact ... and lots more.

ORDER YOUR BUYER'S GUIDE TODAY!
Don't miss the single most valuable buying guide in the Amateur Radio field. Send only $3.95 today.

YES, please send my copy of AMATEUR RADIO BUYER'S GUIDE 1989 for only $3.95 postage paid.

Date_________________________Name_________________________
Number of Copies_____________________Call____________________
Address__________________________
City________________State____Zip________

□ Check □ MasterCard □ VISA
Card No__________________________Expires____________________
Signature__________________________
(Signature required on all charge orders)

Mail to: CQ Communications, Inc.
76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801
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Land Mobile Satellites

Even before the stock market crash, the commercial satellite industry was changing. With a limited demand for satellite services, competition from fiber optics and the risk and cost of doing business in space, several companies have had to cultivate newer and smaller satellite markets and scale down operations in general.

According to a recent report by International Resource Development, Inc., a market research firm, the satellite industry is expected to remain in a state of flux for several years. Demand for services has slowed. Current satellites have transponders waiting for customers. This has caused several companies to cancel plans for new satellites. For instance Ford Aerospace has canceled three satellites, Comsat has canceled two. Contel has canceled three and GE may cancel as well. Part of the reason demand for satellite services is down has to do with the fact that present satellites are remaining operational well past their anticipated life expectancy and replacements are simply not needed.

Insurance companies have, with the recent loss of the Shuttle Challenger several expendable launch vehicles, increased the cost of their coverage. The average $60 million satellite will, with the added cost of insurance, cost $75 million before you add the cost of a launch vehicle. That will cost an additional $80 to $115 million. This coupled with the loss of government subsidies on commercial launches and current world-wide economic conditions, the future of space business looks somewhat uncertain.

The good news is that the newer and smaller markets, such as land mobile satellites and small business terminals, have the potential for rapid growth. The planned Land Mobile Satellite Service is just what it says. A satellite system designed for use by all variety of transportation vehicles: planes, cars, boats, trucks and other platforms.

There are four satellites and twelve ground stations planned for the MSAT system. The ground stations will interface with local telephone services. According to GLMS engineer Daryl Baugues, the FCC has allocated a 27 MHz wide section of the L-band and an 8 MHz section of the 800 MHz band for this service. Under the U.S. plan, twelve proposed ground stations will be assigned five narrow-band (15 KHz) channels and an assortment of wide-band channels.

Telesat of Canada, the pioneer in this field has proposed the following frequency bands for the MSAT system. In the UHF band 821 to 825 MHz would be used for uplink in the Mobile Radio Service, 866 to 870 MHz would serve as down-link. Each UHF channel would be restricted to 5 KHz bandwidth. The L-band uplink would run from 1,626.5 to 1,660.5 MHz and the down-link from 1,530 to 1,609 MHz.

The ground stations, called Gateway stations, a term borrowed by Amsat to describe their ground stations, will most likely use the 14/12 GHz or 13/11 GHz band for routing telephone calls.

The MSAT proposal also calls for possible use of cross-band operations between UHF and L-band, L-band and SHF, etc. UHF stations will be capable of simplex and half duplex operation. SHF would operate full duplex.

The exceptionally narrow 5 KHz UHF channels will be possible due to relatively new modulation techniques. Not unlike most of our high technology and advanced communications techniques, Amplitude

Proposed footprint of the Land Mobile Satellite system (Courtesy GLMS)
Companded Single Sideband (ACSSB) and Differential Minimum Shift Keying Modulation techniques have trickled down from the military and Intelligence Services to commercial use. ACSSB is even considered to be the next mode Amateur Radio operators in the U.S. will eventually switch to.

ACSSB is compatible with most other Analog Communication Networks, including our present telephone systems. It also, by its very nature, provides low level signal security without additional encryption. For this reason it is the most likely choice for the MSAT system. A more secure system, but one which will not work on mobile telephone is the Differential Minimum Shift Keying with linear predictive coding or simply LPC. LPC’s one advantage is high security digital encryptions.

The customer’s equipment will consist of small, low power mobile transceivers, portable transceivers, and roof mounted helical antenna. The antenna will automatically track the satellite whether the vehicle is in motion or standing still. A prototype of the mobile antenna was recently used over a 300 mile circuit in Southern California by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The successful experiment used Inmarsat Spacecraft as a tracking target. It is believed that this was the first experiment of its kind. The antenna is designed to operate between 20 to 60 degrees elevation and will drop into a search mode if line of sight is interrupted by terrain.

LPC’s role in this portion of the project known as MSAT-LX is to develop the technology for the MSAT program. NASA was to launch the first MSAT in 1990 from the space shuttle, free (thus the term free enterprise). It has since been dropped from the shuttle manifest and we have yet to develop an ELV large enough to place MSAT in orbit. The Air Force, however, has been promoting their customized, heavy lift version of the Titan 34. Initial plans call for two satellites to be located at 106 and 113 degrees west longitude.

General Motors is already planning to offer MSAT equipment on their 1993 models. The equipment package will be known as Mobile Star. GM recently bought Hughes Satellite division. They were expected to get the contract to build the satellites for the MSAT system, but General Electric, with its history of government contract work, was awarded the contract instead. Personally, I would have selected GM for this contract.

There are four types of ground stations proposed for the system. Twelve network operation centers will access the satellite using DAMA. The SHF gateway stations will connect mobile telephone communications with local networks. There will then also be district UHF and SHF stations providing multi-access to mobile radio users.

The services offered by MSAT will include data, one-way paging, TLM acquisition, full duplex voice, facsimile, real time paging, two-way messaging, electronic mail and range data transponding.

The two satellites and twelve ground stations will cost over $600 million to deploy. Even at costs like these it is expected that customers can be charged as little as $10.00 a month access fee.

Two other areas in commercial satellite services are expected to expand. One is Radio location service (RDSS—see Dec. 87 issue). This service will be used by the transportation industry to locate cargo and vehicles (including ships at sea) to within an accuracy of three miles. Known as GEO-STAR, three satellites are planned for the system. The first transponders for this service will be carried by host satellites. The three dedicated satellites are expected to be launched from the shuttle in January of 1990, 1991 and 1994.

The second area of growth is expected to be the business data satellite links. They are known as VSAT’s or Very Small Aperture Terminals because of the small size of the antenna they use. MCI and IBM both own spacecraft which operate in the Satellite Business System.

The satellite markets and services offered will continue to change whether good economic times or bad are around the corner. We may have, during the last ten years, seen the renaissance of satellite communications and space exploration come and go without realizing it. Of course, that may be an overly pessimistic view of the future as most companies that do business in space are large and wealthy enough to easily weather even the worst of economic times in good shape.

No matter what the future of commercial satellite communications, there will be plenty to listen to from space during the next several decades. The military will continue to put plenty of satellites into space and manned space projects will increase as well. This should give the Cosmic minded SWL plenty of exotic DX targets.
Hams worldwide held their breaths last June 15 as a European Space Agency (ESA) Ariane 4 rocket left its pad at the Kourou Space Center in French Guiana. Would the latest ham satellite fly or fail? (To be fair, I add that ESA official—and the backers of the MeteoSat and PanAmSat satellites that sat atop the Ariane 4 along with hamdom’s latest bird—were on the edges of their chairs, too. The Ariane program has had its share of failed launches in the past decade or so, one of which took another ham satellite—AMSAT® Phase 3A—and Firewheel (a nonham magnetic-field experiment) on a one-way trip into the Atlantic ocean in 1980. The Ariane program has had its solid successes—among them, the launch of hamdom’s AMSAT OSCAR 10 satellite—but this was the first ever launch of the Ariane 4 rocket! Happily, the launch went off without a hitch. As a result, there’s a new Amateur Radio satellite in the sky, and its name is AMSAT-OSCAR 13!

What’s in a name? AMSAT is short for Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation—the nonprofit ham group responsible for building AMSAT-OSCAR 13. OSCAR stands for Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio. The 13 means that AMSAT-OSCAR 13—AO-13 for short—is the thirteenth successful OSCAR. (OSCAR’s aren’t assigned a number until they’ve been successfully placed into orbit. AMSAT Phase 3A would have become AO-10 if it has been successfully launched; instead, Phase 3B became AO-10. Pre-launch, AO-13 was known as AMSAT Phase 3C.)

AMSAT-OSCAR 13 revolves around the Earth in what’s known as a Molniya orbit (named after the Soviet spacecraft series designed to take advantage of this orbit’s characteristics). See Fig. 1. The Molniya orbit is the best thing to a geosynchronous orbit: It gives intercontinental communications coverage much of the time, as opposed to the continuous intercontinental coverage afforded by a geosynchronous satellite.

As I write this, AMSAT-OSCAR 13 is under test before being made available to hams for general use. So coverage of two-way AO-13 work will have to wait for a future Ham Column. In the meantime, you may be able to hear AO-13’s 2-meter general and engineering beacons on 145.812 and 145.985 MHz, respectively. But you don’t need a VHF receiver to learn more about AMSAT and ham satellites in general. Just tune in AMSAT’s short-wave nets! These are on the air weekdays on 3855 kHz LSB at 0200 UTC (East Coast), 0300 UTC (central US) and 0400 UTC (West Coast); and Sundays on 21.280 MHz USB at 1800 UTC and 14.282 MHz USB at 1900 UTC (worldwide).

**How About that DTMF Pad?**

Future ham, Daniel Bailey of Sabine Pass, Texas, asks this question after sifting out the activities of local hams: “No matter where I go, whether it’s the mall or theater, always see neighborhood hams carrying hand-held transceivers that have DTMF pads on them. What’s the purpose of these DTMF pads and how do hams use them? Are they used to access local repeaters or for remote control of base stations?” Glad to oblige, Danny. DTMF stands for Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency. A DTMF pad is a special keypad/audio oscillator module that generates two audio tones whenever one of its keys is pressed. (Table 1 shows DTMF frequencies versus keys for 12- and 16-key pads.) Touch-Tone™ telephones use 12 key DTMF pads; most newer DTMF-equipped hand-held ham transceivers have 16-key pads because the additional four keys make a DTMF pad more useful for ham purposes.

---

**Fig. 1.** AMSAT-OSCAR 13, Amateur Radio’s newest satellite, revolves around the earth in an elliptical path known as a Molniya orbit. For much of each of its 11-hour orbital periods, AO-13 will provide exciting intercontinental ham communication over a footprint as large as that of a geosynchronous satellite.
The DTMF system was devised at Bell Labs for telephone signaling and control purposes. It wasn’t long before DTMF pads and decoders found application in many non-telephone control and communication circuits—including many Amateur Radio setups.

As Danny surmises, repeaters and remote bases are among the Amateur Radio systems that use DTMF signaling and control. In the two-way radio world—ham radio included—a repeater is a device that automatically retransmits the radio signals of another station. (Hams also refer to repeaters as machines, by the way.) Nowadays, though, a ham repeater is usually much more than a transmitter, receiver and antenna perched atop a high building or mountain. For one thing, many ham repeaters include an autopatch—automatic phone patch—a user-controllable connection between a repeater and commercial telephone lines. Some ham repeaters can be linked to other repeaters or additional receivers for improved coverage of a region. As if repeater links and autopatches don’t provide enough signaling and control possibilities, more and more ham repeaters are computer controlled—and most repeater-control computers can be commanded with DTMF tones. So it’s no wonder that DTMF pads are almost as common on hand-held ham transceivers as they are on telephones!

A remote base is a ham station operated by remote control. Some hams control their remote bases by means of DTMF signals transmitted over the remote base control link. If a given ham transceiver operates at frequencies of 220.5 MHz or higher, it can be used to control a remote base station. (Under the FCC rules, a station that transmits signals to control another Amateur Radio station is in auxiliary operation. The FCC rules prohibit auxiliary operation on frequencies below 220.5 MHz. Repeater operation is okay below 220.5 MHz because merely “bringing up” a repeater by transmitting on its input frequency doesn’t constitute remote control as defined in FCC’s Amateur Radio rules.)

More Novice Nets

The Mobile County Alabama Talk Net meets every Wednesday night at 8:30 PM Central Time on 28.325 MHz USB. A bit farther to the north, the Middle Tennessee Amateur Radio Phone Net (MTARPN) holds forth nightly at 0200 UTC on 24.4 MHz USB. James Turner (KC4BSZ), of MTARPN writes that “We offer a free certificate for an SASE and a statement of two kind deeds performed for another person. The net is informal and proceeds as a roundtable as propagation permits.”

There’s Only One Reason

If your Novice/Technician net isn’t listed above, or if your shack photo or comment or gripe or ham-radio question didn’t make it into the Ham Column this time around, that’s probably because you didn’t send it in to the Ham Column! Rev up that writing stick and drop me a line at ARLR, Dept PCN, 225 Main St., Newtonville, CT 06111.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Tone</th>
<th>1209 Hz</th>
<th>1336 Hz</th>
<th>High Tone</th>
<th>1477 Hz</th>
<th>1633 Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>697 Hz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770 Hz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852 Hz</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>941 Hz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Radio West](image_url)

**Free Product Information**

Readers can obtain free information on products advertised by the above companies, as well as for some editorially mentioned products. Simply circle the appropriate number printed below an advertisement on the Popular Communications “Free Information Service” card bound into this issue. After filling in your name and address, just mail the postpaid card. Your request will be forwarded directly to the advertiser with a mailing label prepared by our reader service department to ensure speedy response.

**SHORTWAVE RADIO BOOKS**

Discover one of most incredible collections of electricity and electronics books to come along in years. You’ll find scores of high-quality new books and reprints of rare old books on building and collecting old time radios including spark gap transmitters, crystal sets, regenerative and other antique receivers, early telephony and television, and more! Wide Variety! You’ll find plans and info on all types of unusual equipment from lasers to century-old induction coils! Build equipment your friends haven’t even heard of!

**Write for a catalog!**

Write for your copy of Lindsay’s new Electrical Books catalog and see for yourself what you’ve been missing! Send $1.00 (US & Canada) or $3.00 foreign air mail. We’ll send your catalog immediately! Write today!

**Fringe Science!**

You’ll even discover a strange collection of books on “Fringe Science” — lost continents, perpetual motion, unusual phenomena recorded throughout the centuries, and much more. Explore the strange world that lies between fact and fiction!

**Lindsay’s Electrical Books**

PO Box 12 WD2, Bradley IL 60915

| Enclosed is $____. Send me a copy of Lindsay’s Electrical Books catalog via first class mail! |
| Name | Address |
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Limited Space Utility For Hams And SWB Listeners

Many of the popular wire antennas used by hams are single-band types like dipoles, slopers and inverted-V's. Each can be directly matched to a transmitter without the use of a tuner. Except for the 15-40M combination, they are seldom used on more than one band. However, the advent of better automatic tuners, now permits operation on bands other than the one for which the antenna was cut. Such other band operations vary from good to just acceptable. Several arrangements were checked here.

In the initial test, a 3/2 wavelength wire was set up on 15 meters, Fig. 1. It resonated on 21.297 MHz and was an excellent performer. This same antenna has a length very near to a quarter wavelength on 40M. A tuner was used to obtain proper match over the complete 15 meter and 40 meter bands. In the latter case, it performed the same as a resonant-cut 40M half wavelength sloper.

How did things work out on the other bands between 10M and 40M? It did its very best on 15 and 40 meters, but, results were surprisingly good on 20 and 30 meters as well. 12 meters was fair, and 10 meters poor, but workable.

Good SWB reception was the rule on most of the shortwave bands 13 through 41 meters and it did well on 49 meters too. Results indicated a broad pattern in the direction of the wire slope for both ham and SWB application. Side pick-up was good, while opposite direction pick-up was down. The poorest performance was on the 19M band. On receive, a tuner is not really necessary, because improvement was only minor except on the 19 meter band, which was improved significantly with the use of a tuner.

Quarterwave Sloper on 80M with Counterpoise

The basic plan of Fig. 1 can also serve as a fine utility installation which includes 80M operation. For example, it is simple to free the wire at its low end, to a level at which you can place a jumper very easily across the center dipole-to-coax connector to form a quarterwave sloper, Fig. 2. You can end feed the sloper at its low end in two ways. In example A, a system of radials is used with transmission line connected between the wire end and the radials. Radials can be cut for 40M, or, if you wish to emphasis 80 meters, cut them to this band. Typical radial lengths for the various ham and SWB bands is given in the table.

An alternative to the use of radials is the space saving single-wire counterpoise. Note that it runs along the ground beneath the antenna wire. In our case, it consisted of a single piece of insulated wire laid on the ground and extended between the post end and the mast end of the sloper as in Fig. 2B. It was made somewhat longer and extended just a few feet beyond the mast. The counterpoise acted as a rather effective ground.

The arrangement worked out well, and it was possible to tune up on all bands between 10 and 80 meters. Actually, antenna loading was also possible on 160M. Although it was not an efficient installation for this band, you could make good contacts. It did its best job on 10, 20, 30, 40 and 80 meters, tapering off on 15, up on 12 and down on 10. Again, as for the previous antenna, it showed directivity over a broad pattern in the direction of the wire's slope.

As a shortwave broadcast receiving antenna, it did well on bands 19 through 75 meters. A tuner helped a bit on a number of bands, but it was really not worth the extra trouble. I had the wire sloped toward Europe and in general, it did a nice job, particularly in that direction.

Single-Wire Feed of Quarter Wave Sloper

In this test, the 80M quarterwave sloper was single-wire fed with about a 40 inch length of insulated wire that was connected to the low end of the antenna wire and on to the single-wire input of the tuner, Fig. 3. Results were excellent on 40 and 80 meters.

The first contact with the antenna on 80 meters, about mid-evening, was with HANAE on April 17th. Results were acceptable on 160M and 20M, with results tailing off on 15, 12 and 10 meters. Again, direc-

![Fig. 1: 3/2 on 15 meters.](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radial length</td>
<td>16'10&quot;</td>
<td>33'4&quot;</td>
<td>63'2&quot;</td>
<td>130'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Radial lengths.**

...
tivity was noticed in the direction of the wire's slope. However, it should be emphasized that side pick-up was good and the main drop occurred in a direction exactly opposite to the direction of the wire slope.

Antenna was next fed single wire to the tuner and then on to the SWB receiver. Results were good to excellent for shortwave listening, with the tuner being a definite help on most bands and of limited help on just three of the bands. Again, it demonstrated the usefulness of a tuner when employed with a single-wire fed antennas.

Ken Kuzenski, Jr. of Jackson, Louisiana sent in an interesting letter regarding the use of a tuner in his installation. He says that his tuner does provide significant improvement in signal level on most bands. However, its biggest virtue, according to Ken, is that it kills image reception and nasty overloading of his portable receiver. He can also bypass the tuner with a switching arrangement when he so desires. The tuner is employed in conjunction with the flexo switch described in number of previous columns. His wiring arrangement permits the flexo switch and follow-up tuner to be used in conjunction with a 55 inch window antenna and a 6 inch vertical whip. Note in Fig. 4 that the tuner is simple L network.

His letter does stress the importance of a tuner in SWB application in the reduction of images and overload when a receiver is plagued with these difficulties.

Ken has logged 143 countries, including Kiribati, Pitcairn Island and a handful of Indonesians. Thank you, Ken, for your thorough report.

Ken Kuzenski's listening post.
**WASHINGTON PULSE**

**FCC ACTIONS AFFECTING COMMUNICATIONS**

**Sentenced To One Year Imprisonment For Illegal Overpower Operation Of Citizens Band Transmitter**

U.S. Magistrate Hugh W. Brenneman, Jr., sentenced Bradford A. Mitchell of Niles, Michigan to one year imprisonment for the overpower operation of a Citizens Band (CB) transmitter. The one year sentence was suspended except for an incarceration period of 90 days. In addition, Mitchell was placed on three years probation with the special condition that he refrain from possession, use, ownership, or operation of radio transmission apparatus (two-way radio transmitters). He also received a fine in the amount of $1,025, and was ordered to forfeit to the U.S. Government all the CB radio equipment that was seized by the U.S. Marshal executing search warrants in 1986 and 1987. Mitchell must also perform community service as determined by the Probation Officer. The criminal prosecution was directed by local Assistant U.S. Attorney Thomas O. Martin. Investigation of the case was made by the Federal Communications Commission, Allegan, Michigan.

Unauthorized use of overpower CB equipment is a major source of radio and television interference and is in violation of Title 47, USC Sections 301, 307(e)(2) and 501. Criminal prosecutions, as well as administrative penalties, are helping to reduce the use of overpowered CB equipment. Maximum penalties include fines up to $100,000 and imprisonment for up to one year for each offense.

**Commission Amends Rules Governing Aviation Service**

The FCC amended its rules governing the aviation services in a sweeping rewrite aimed at reducing congestion on heavily utilized unicom (aeronautical advisory station) frequencies, expanding communications between aircraft and aviation service organizations, and authorizing fleet licensing for the Civil Air Patrol (CAP).

Unicoms provide air-ground communications primarily between general aviation aircraft and airport facilities. Their communications typically include runway conditions, fuel availability, dispatching, wind conditions, weather and similar information. Their communications are more limited at airports with a control tower of FAA flight service station. Unicoms must provide service to aircrafts without discrimination and must furnish impartial information concerning ground services. The unicom is frequently provided by the owner/operator of the airport. Unicoms are limited to one per field unless the airport has a control tower. The Commission has now relaxed its rules to more than one unicom per airport at airports where the FAA operates a flight service station. There are approximately 300 such airports.

Congestion on unicom frequencies near large urban areas continues to be a problem. The FAA and the Commission receive frequent complaints. Mostunicoms operate on the 100 kHz spaced channels, thus limiting themselves to three frequencies. In 1990, the international rules will go into effect forcing all aircraft stations to be equipped with 25 kHz spaced unicom by assigning them to new unicom stations beginning now, and to some existing stations after 1990, seeking the greatest possible geographical separation between stations using the same frequency.

The Commission also pooled the two unicom frequencies that were dedicated to airports and the five dedicated to fixed wing aircraft. The combining of these seven frequencies will give both groups greater flexibility when applying for a unicom license. It will also help relieve frequency congestion in large urban areas where there are several airports.

The Commission also expanded the scope of communications permitted between aircraft and aviation service organizations. The new aviation support category now authorizes two frequencies that were previously only available for communications between stationary aircraft on the ramp and service vehicles. Now these frequencies may be used by aircraft in the air as well as on the ground when inquiring about available service. This deregulation of the support rules will also contribute to reducing congestion on the unicom frequencies, the Commission said.

The Commission simplified and clarified its rules governing the use of Civil Air Patrol stations for training operational and emergency activities of the Civil Air Patrol. Currently, over 24,000 transmitters are licensed to individual units of the Civil Air Patrol. In amending those rules, the Commission said it would grant a fleet license to each regional Wing of the Civil Air Patrol instead of issuing individual station licenses. This will reduce the number of licensees to approximately 60. Not only will this reduce paper work for both the Civil Air Patrol and the Commission, but it will also increase the flexibility of Civil Air Patrol units in responding to their changing communication requirements.

In keeping with its ongoing review of all the Private Radio rules, the Commission in its rewrite also removed unnecessary language and rules, eliminated redundant sections, and reorganized many of its rules into tables. For quick reference, one of these tables has a list of all aviation frequencies with a remarks column and easy reference to the specific rule. These changes resulted in a 30 percent reduction in the length of this rule part. The Commission stated that these changes would significantly improve the aviation rules and make them easier to use.
For Your Listening Pleasure.

RF Limited offers these new products to enhance 2-way radio performance.

D-505 and D-707 Super Wideband, High Gain Receiving Antennas. RF Limited announces the first amplified broadband antennas. Now you can have high gain and broadband reception in one antenna. Each antenna features a low-noise broadcast pre-amplifier with a gain control adjustable up to 20dB for high reception performance. Frequency range: 500Khz-1500Mhz; Impedance: 50 ohms.

UV-800 Scanner Converter. Your old 400-512 Mhz VHF scanner or receiver can listen to 800-900Mhz UHF communications. No need to buy a new UHF scanner...because at a fraction of the cost, the crystal-controlled UV-800 will convert your VHF scanner or radio to UHF frequencies...with no insertion loss and an offset of 382Mhz.

VC-300 Digital Audio Recorder. With the world’s first “telephone answering machine” for 2-way radio, now you can record, broadcast and receive voice messages up to 34 seconds with any type of 2-way radio: amateur, marine, commercial or CB.

Write, Call or Fax. And we’ll send you more information plus the name of your nearest distributor.

RF Limited

D-505 Super Wideband Mobile Whip Antenna
Length: 29.1"; Weight: .35lb; With 12-volt DC Cigarette Lighter Power Adapter; Model D-505C has a 5m Coaxial Cable

D-707 Super Wideband Base Station Antenna
Length: 37.4"; Weight: 2.2lbs; With AC Power Adapter, Fiberglass Housing and Mounting Bracket; Model 707C has a 15m Coaxial Cable (shown)
If you have a good understanding of how two-way radio systems operate, you can enhance your listening to various communications on VHF and UHF. If you wonder why you can hear your town's patrol cars at some times but not others, you'll attempt to explain why this month.

There are simple and complex types of radio systems that you will encounter while searching the bands. There systems can be found in the entire range of spectrum, whether it's a farm, a police department, a paving contractor or a top-secret federal agency.

The basic form of communications found on VHF and UHF frequencies is called simplex. Simplex communications involve handheld, mobile and base transmitters all operating on the same frequency. You normally won't encounter the term simplex on the air, except maybe by amateur radio operators operating on VHF and UHF bands. You'll often encounter simplex communications on the VHF low and high bands by public safety agencies and businesses. The only time you'll find simplex communications on UHF is in short range applications, because UHF signals have a tendency to be line of sight (in other words, if you can see a given point, you can talk to it).

A variation of the simplex system is a two-frequency simplex system, also known as semi-duplex. In a semi-duplex system, the mobile and handheld radios will transmit on one frequency and the base station will transmit on another. Unlike a repeater operation (we'll discuss this later on), mobiles in a semi-duplex system are unable to communicate with each other because they each are monitoring the base station's transmit channel.

There are two basic types of repeaters.

One is called a base repeater. In this system, the dispatcher is connected to the repeater by wire or telephone lines. Often the base repeater is located at the same location as the dispatcher. In some base repeater systems, the dispatcher has the capability of turning off the repeater, which reverses the system to a semi-duplex system. The dispatcher may turn off the repeater when the mobile unit has sensitive information to be passed to the dispatcher, but doesn't want everyone listening to the repeater input channel and are within range of the mobile or handheld unit, you can hear the message being passed.

The other type of repeater system is called a mobile relay. In this system, the repeater is placed on a mountain top or on a high tower. Not only do the mobile and handheld units transmit on the repeater input channel, but the dispatcher also transmits on the input frequency. In this instance, a base station is installed at the dispatcher's location with the transmitter on the repeater site. The dispatcher in this situation does not have control over turning the repeater on and off and operates just like a mobile unit in that it transmits on the input frequency.

With as diverse as radio systems are these days, you may find several types of radio systems in use by one agency. For instance, while a police department may use a repeater for dispatching purposes so cars can hear each other, a simplex channel may be used for car-to-car communications. In addition, don't forget there are even more complex systems in use on 800-MHz frequencies such as trunking, which was discussed in a recent Scanner Scene.

In a repeater system, a satellite receiver system might be employed to enhance the repeater's coverage area. The term satellite here, however, has nothing to do with orbiting spacecraft. In a satellite receiver system, several receivers on the repeater's input frequency are placed at strategic locations. The audio heard at each satellite location then is fed to the repeater's location either by telephone lines or microwave radio circuits. At the repeater, a voter, or voting system analyzes the audio on each satellite receiver and by quickly flipping through each signal (much like a scanner), it can detect which has the strongest signal and relays that satellite receiver's audio through the repeater instantaneously.

Likewise, it is impossible for a mobile unit to know what another mobile is saying because it can monitor only the base transmitter. You'll encounter some semi-duplex systems used by county and state police departments on VHF low and high bands as well as taxis on VHF high and UHF and tow trucks on UHF. (I guess the logic here is if the cab drivers can't hear each other, they won't tie up the channel with idle chitchat.)

A third type of communications system is called full duplex. In this system, the mobile or handheld unit transmit on the frequency and the base transmitter on another, however, the base transmitter repeats or relays communications from the handheld or mobile transmitter. A good example of full duplex systems is mobile telephone service. It enables the mobile unit to hear both sides of the communication at the same time without having to push a microphone button each time something is said. You'll find these full duplex communications in use on the 152-MHz mobile telephone and cellular mobile telephone bands.

You also may encounter some full duplex operations by hams in the 144 and 440 MHz bands. One ham will transmit on one frequency—sometimes even another band—allowing both to carry on a full conversation with the ability to interrupt each other without letting up on the microphone button. Each of the hams in a situation like this, however, would have to be using two radios—one to transmit with and the other to receive the other ham.

The Life Flight helicopter at the University of California Davis Medical Center averages 60 flights a week. The frequency 155.340 has the capability to talk to any police or fire

Here is the compact, yet neat, listening post of Gary Webbenhurst of Sacramento, Calif. He uses a Regency MX3000, Bearcat 100, Radio Shack Pro-2004 and several two-way radios for volunteer work with the Red Cross.
Earlier, we mentioned the use of repeaters. Repeaters employ a semi-duplex form of communication in that the mobile and handheld radios transmit on one frequency, often referred to as the input frequency, and the repeater station retransmits their signals onto another frequency, called the output frequency. Repeaters usually are placed on towers at high locations and allow mobiles to communicate with each other even if they are not within range for each other to communicate on a simplex basis. Repeaters are popular on VHF for public safety agencies and almost all UHF and 800 MHz users. A repeater would allow a mobile on one side of town to communicate with a handheld radio clear across town. It also allows communication with a dispatcher or office staff.

If a mobile unit is moving and all of a sudden is received better by another satellite receiver, the voter quickly determines this and switches to the new satellite receiver. If you are listening to a system that employs satellite receivers (a lot of hams use this for 144-MHz repeaters, with the audio from the satellite receivers relayed to the repeater via 420 or 440 MHz transmitters), you may hear a mobile unit start to sound scratchy, but all of a sudden come in crystal clear. That means the voting system just determined that the satellite receiver that was mobile was no longer was a usable signal and quickly switched it to a clearer receiver.

One other use of repeaters is in a mobile application. Usually called a mobile repeater, the system is set up so a mobile radio user can step away from the vehicle, but still have the capability to talk with the dispatcher. Often times, handheld radios don’t have enough power to transmit to the dispatcher. In this instance, special equipment is installed in the vehicle. When the vehicle operator steps out of the vehicle, a switch is pushed and the mobile radio becomes a mobile repeater. The mobile radio monitors a dedicated frequency for a handheld radio and retransmits everything it hears on that frequency back to the base station from mobile radio. The handheld radio, on the other hand, monitors the base station’s frequency, however, transmits to the mobile radio on the dedicated frequency to be retransmitted to the base dispatcher. This gives the mobile operator a handheld radio that now is equivalent to the power of the mobile radio. This allows a police officer or a radio news reporter to step from his or her vehicle, but still have the capability of having a strong signal sent back to the base station.

Do you have a question? We like to hear from our readers at POP’COMM. Send your questions, comments, frequency lists and photographs to: Chuck Gysi, N2DUP, c/o Scanner Scene, Popular Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801.
Beaming In (from page 4)

turned up numerous times in in virtually every communications magazine and club newsletter. But, when the ECPA became rubber stamped into law, it seemed to phase out Rep. Kastenmeier’s name from our awareness.

Just as the ECPA came into being and promptly headed into obscurity, so did the name of its intrepid champion. As I sit by the hearth on these chilly autumn evenings, two long years after the ECPA incident, it occurs to me that this is a legislator who certainly deserves a better fate. In a world of hack politicians, most of whom couldn’t figure out how to hammer nails into a snow bank, this is obviously a very special man.

You may have suspected that I won’t let forget the guiding light of the ECPA. I suppose that you’re wondering which of our nation’s many challenges Kastenmeier is now locking horns with: drugs, poverty, the homeless, the national debt, veterans rights, AIDS, pollution, education, toxic waste, the plight of the farmers, the balance of trade, unemployment, world tensions, or whatever. Any of these problems could easily occupy the entire Washington career of a diligent lawmaker.

These days, Rep. Kastenmeier is deeply involved in pushing for the passage of the latest bill (H.R. 4897) he introduced. This bill would establish the requirement for labels to be affixed to colorized motion pictures so that all would know that the original film had been altered. The labels would also list any objections to the colorization that had been made by anybody who was directly tied to the film’s creation.

At this time of Thanksgiving, when families are living in packing crates and eating from the dumpsters in back of McDonalds, we can all rest easy knowing that there are special members of Congress dealing with the most vital and pressing issues of the day, people like Rep. Kastenmeier. Now that his ECPA has successfully ended federal agency electronic snooping, he’s well on the way to making it safe for all of us to watch Jimmy Stewart movies without being deceived. Also, we’ll know that Jimmy Stewart, himself, doesn’t care for colorization. Not even a little.

Nay, hardly a Tiny Tim, nor a Gary Coleman, forgotten by a callous public that all to soon drops its past heroes, Rep. Kastenmeier should never meet such an ignominious fate. His good works shall surely endure. Even as you watch It’s A Wonderful Life for the fifty times it will run on TV during the next two months, you’ll thank Rep. Kastenmeier for giving you peace of mind.

Perhaps, by getting a handle on the depth of the legislation in which Rep. Kastenmeier specializes, we can get a better understanding of the importance of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. We can also wonder what this truly amazing man will do next to improve the plight of the nation he serves.

Another Politico Gets Into The Act

The latest Washington expert to meddle with the airwaves is Senator Ernest Hollings (Dem., SC). His idea is to spend seven and a half million dollars to get his harebrained scheme off the ground, and I do mean off the ground in a very literal sense.

I don’t know what the problem is, or why they couldn’t try and occupy Hollings with some kind of coloring law, or maybe something along the lines of legislating the size of buttonholes. For whatever reason, they did the worst possible thing that can be done with some of these politicians—left him alone just long enough to think up something to keep himself busy. What he thought up was a government-owned TV station sending out omni-directional signals from a tethered balloon floating 10,000 feet aloft at Cudjoe Key, FL. This is to be called TV Marti, an anti-Castro propaganda broadcaster. It’s the 1990’s version of Radio Marti.

There are, of course, many real concerns from broadcasters regarding the impact and fallout from such a station. The question is, how much interference will TV Marti cause to other broadcasters in the United States and other nations. Then there’s the question of whether the money going into and the signal coming out from TV Marti will have any practical value, whatever that may be. Is it expected to cause Fidel to quit? Does it hope to incite the people of Cuba to revolt against Castro? Does it strive to provide better soap operas to Cuban audiences than they can get over their own TV stations?

Mostly, the question is how Castro is going to react to Washington’s imposition of its own TV entry into the Cuban TV market. Early indications are that Fidel isn’t going to think too much of the idea. Two days after a Senate committee approved money for a project, Cuban stations on 1040 kHz and 1160 kHz decided to remain on the air a little later than their usual sign-off time. They did this for four consecutive nights. The signals (more than 200 kW) simply rode right over the signals of a number of broadcasters, such as Florida stations WYFX (Boynton Beach) and WHBO (Tampa). In fact, the Cuban signals could be well received in Washington, but they probably didn’t get the message that Fidel was sending.

Like the gents in Washington, I don’t have any overwhelming love for Castro. However, just because I don’t care for what he’s done to Cuba, it doesn’t mean I think he’s an imbecile who is going to sit there scratching his coffee beans and sugar cane plants while TV Marti blankets his island with propaganda against him.

In fact, several times in the past, Castro has demonstrated his annoyance at American propaganda broadcasting efforts. He simply cranks up the juice and blasts a lot of stations right off the air. Wouldn’t it be great if Castro didn’t own a lot of 500 kW broadcast transmitters and have the inclination to try and do to us what we’re doing to him?

Maybe we can just send down a carton of videotapes every week and buy time on Cuban TV. Maybe we could send Sen. Hollings to Berlitz so that he could learn Spanish, and then book him on Good Morning, Havana, and some late night talk shows to do some propaganda.

What about tapping Sen. Hollings to a tethered balloon 10,000 feet above Cudjoe Key so that he can’t come up with any more brainstormed dumb ideas? Inasmuch as November is when we elect so many of these Washington officials, I thought it would be a nice reminder for all our readers out there to vote for the man, or woman, who “you” think would best serve the U.S.
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World's Most Unusual Communications Book! A large selection of CB, MARS, Ham/UF, shortwave radios, scanners, "confidential" frequency registries, bugging, wire tapping, electronic surveillance, covert communications, computers, espionage, monitoring, and more! New titles being added constantly! Ask for our large new FREE catalog. CRB Research, P.O. Box 56-PC, Commack, N.Y. 11725. (NY residents add sales tax.)
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RadioSporting
Magazine for competitive and active hams

A monthly magazine dedicated to quality and sportsmanship in amateur radio operating. Fresh, timely, practical, and down to earth reading for little pirates and big guns. Edited by VE3BMV and written by the world's best in their fields: ONUN, SM0AGD, L22CJ, VE3BMV, KH6BZ, DJ9ZJ, 2Z9HR, W1Y, NSS, KQ2M, KA2Z, W4G, VE3JTO, W3QZ, KB9Q, KIPLR, K1KR, NTCD, KGD, AB6X, KWHK, and others.
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A New Scanner by AOR
100 Channels 800 MHz

- Includes antenna, rechargeable battery, charger/adaptor & belt clip. Full range of optional accessories available.
- Covers 27-54 MHz, 100-174 MHz, 406-512 MHz, and 800-900 MHz.
- 5-Scan Banks and 5 Search Banks.
- 20-Digit Satisfaction Guarantee, Full Refund if not Satisfied.
- No Frequencies cut out.
- Size: 2 x 5 3/4 x 1 1/2" wt: 12 oz.

AR900
Total Price, Freight Prepaid ($299.00 Express Shipping Optional)

Scanning Today (from page 9)

well with subaudible tones, squelch circuits, slightly off-frequency transmitters and receivers, and makes it easy for repeaters function.

On the other hand, Single Sideband Suppressed Carrier (or SSB as it's usually called) is many times as spectrum efficient and offers proven increase range capabilities. Unfortunately, it requires higher stability (i.e. more expensive) equipment and also requires some degree of operator skill which usually doesn't exist with delivery truck drivers and other Land Mobile users. Also, it does not have the "hi-fi" sound of FM, "capture effect" (which makes only the strongest FM signal heard), doesn't work with subaudible control codes, etc.

To solve some of these problems, something called Amplitude Compandored Single Sideband (or ACSB) was developed to make SSB easier to use. It is not quite as spectrum efficient as SSB, but has other advantages; such as no operator "clarifier" adjustments and ease of squelch designs. One of its secrets is a so-called "pilot tone" sent continuously during transmit (in contrast to SWSB when has no signal at all during pauses). In any case, it will be interesting to see how the ACSB experiment goes, probably beginning in 1990. There are other narrow-band techniques under development, too, one of which may ultimately win over ACSB. In any case, there is both bad and good news in this for scanner users. ACSB add the other narrow-band techniques won't be receivable on today's scanners. The good news is that whatever technique ultimately wins out, it can probably be designed into a scanner fairly easily, it will have to do if it meets the criteria of the ease of the operation of FM. In any case, it will take many years, perhaps decades, before a significant portion of the communications we listen to changes over to new mode.
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SECRET CB manuals, frequencies, sidetones, antennas, microphones, parts, accessories. Saliman Enterprises Inc. PO Box 8189, Corinth, Texas 76488-8189 Catalog 52. Phone 512-853-9305.


CIA, F.B.I. DEAT-shirts: Unique, high quality designs on heat- or cold-pressed shirts for $0.00. Shirts $7.95. Specify size to: S. O. Hendricks, 931 S. R 434 — Ste. 228, Allamont Springs, FL 32714.


ROCKY MOUNTAIN AMATEUR SHORTWAVE SPECIALISTS: NTD 225; Grundig, ICOM, Yaesu, Kenwood; Info Tech, McGrawor, Sangae, Sony, Panasonic, etc. New and used equipment, books, magazines, discounted prices. MasterCard and Visa. Coincidence of used equipment wanted. Write for sale prices!! (303) 761-7305. ALLIED APPLIANCE & RADIO, 4253 South Broadway, Englewood, CO 80110.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS: CPRC 26 Infantry, Marmpack Radio, compact, 50-5 MHz FM, Receiver-Transmitter sections, case, antenna, crystal, transmitter, receiver, $32.50 per piece. Electronic Intrusion Device ("PSID") TRC-3. $42.50 price. $147.50 set of four. 45 Day Replacement! A $94.50 50 piece shipping. $9 maximum. Baytronics. P.O. Box 591, Sandy, UT 84070.


INTRODUCING INTERNATIONAL RADIO — by Kenneth Madelph. Non-beginners guide to shortwave. From bookstores, or for $3.95 plus $1 shipping to: Radio, Box 1345, Jeffersonville, IN 47131.

TUNE IN ON TELEPHONE CALLS, Tom Knetel's new 160 page book. Everything you need to know about and using your communication equipment for sending a signal to an answering machine. From the comfort of your own home, offices, cars, ships, aircraft, trains. Explanatory text, photos, extensive listings section covers USA, on HF, VHF, UHF, and more. Thousands of locations, frequency assignments. Expansive, best techniques, laws regarding monitoring, recording, cordless, ship/shore, high seas, Air Force 1, lining up, more. Only $12.95 plus $2 postage to USA/Canada/APO/FPO from CRB Research Box, 56 Commack, NY 11725. NY residents add sales tax. Dealer inquiries invited.
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Reach this dynamic ad with your advertising message, contact Jim Gray at (602) 474-1348.
Special $164.99
($7.00 shipping)

30 CHANNELS—MOBILE/BASE
—SCANNER WORLD EXCLUSIVE—
Features include simple programming of
the following frequency ranges: 30-50
MHz, 144-174 MHz, 440-512 MHz. Digital
display, priority, search, lockout, delay,
detected as a hand-held scanner, one
year warranty, warranty. Includes AC/DC
cords, mobile mounting bracket, telescopi-
centric antenna. All for only $164.99 plus
$7.00 shipping (optional extended war-
tanty from $39.99, 2-year warranty $59.99)
MX3000 Service Manual $5.00.

Cobra SR-15
$199.99
($7.00 shipping)

100 channel pocket sized hand held
scanner. 115 V-DC adapter, no display
backlight. 29.5 MHz, 114.174 MHz, 406.512
MHz bank scanning. This is a 100 channel
scanner. 115 V-DC automatic search, lockout
scan delay, priority. Every back pack model
includes rubber antenna, rechargeable Ni-Cad battery pack, AC adapter charger, earphone and case.

Uniden Bearcat BC-600 XLT
$199.99
($7.00 shipping)

Digital Programmable 100 Channel Scanner
Stable 66 channel, 100 channel memory, priority
search, channel scan delay, key lock jack. Gives
following frequencies: 25-51 MHz, 136-174 MHz.
15 channel memory, priority scan delay, 25
channel memory, priority scan delay, key lock
jack. Includes one year factory warranty, external speaker jack. (Extended warranty, 2 years extra $59.99, 3 years extra $99.99).

UNIDEN BEARCAT
BC-5950 XLT
Same features as BC-600 XLT and also
receives 800-950 MHz.

Price $499.99 ($0 shipping)

BEACIAT 70XLT
20 CHANNEL HAND HELD SCANNER
Small size 6"W x 12"L x 5"H. 20 channel memory,
search, channel scan delay, key lock jack. Gives
following frequencies: 25-51 MHz, 136-174 MHz.
26 channel memory, priority scan delay, 25
channel memory, priority scan delay, key lock
jack. Includes one year factory warranty, external speaker jack. (Extended warranty, 2 years extra $59.99, 3 years extra $99.99).

UNIDEN BEARCAT
BC-2050 XLT
$259.99 ($7.00 shipping)

Digital programmable 25 channel portable scanner
with NOAA emergency aircraft weather channels included
(102.000 MHz - 107.995 MHz). Digital display,
automatic squelch, memory backup, extendable
(6000 MHz). Features receive, transmit, receiving
access, voice answering, 25 digital displays per sec.
Features receive, transmit, receiving access, voice answering, 25 digital displays per sec.
Features receive, transmit, receiving access, voice answering, 25 digital displays per sec.
Features receive, transmit, receiving access, voice answering, 25 digital displays per sec.
Features receive, transmit, receiving access, voice answering, 25 digital displays per sec.
Features receive, transmit, receiving access, voice answering, 25 digital displays per sec.
You’ve made a great start. Now, let Yaesu really get you going.

Finally, the 220-MHz, 1.2-GHz, and 10-meter phone bands are open to Novice operation.

And to work these bands, Yaesu’s offering you a complete range of innovative HF, VHF, and UHF radios. Each with performance that Novices—and Extra Class operators, too—can really appreciate.

**HT power perfected.**

There’s a good reason you’ll find the 220-MHz FT-109RH on more belts than any other. It simply outclasses the rest.

With a powerful five watts to get you out, a battery saver to keep you going, and a wealth of microprocessor-controlled features you’d expect only from a radio many times its size.

**HT power in its smallest form.** Finally, a miniature HT that you can really take seriously.

The FT-33R fits easily into your jacket pocket. But unlike the others, it features microprocessor control for quick, simple, and surprisingly intelligent operation.

And what other mini HT features five-watt output, a rugged aluminum-alloy case, and rain-resistant seals?

**Two for the road.** Our 220-MHz FT-311RM and 1.2-GHz FT-2311R are two of the most popular mobiles for two popular reasons.

One, they’re built for performance. With slick microprocessor-controlled functions to get you around fast. And far.

And two, unlike most mobiles, they’re built for simplicity. Because the last thing you need is a radio that interferes with your driving.

**World-class operation.**

With our FT757GX Mark II, you’re ready to tackle the HF bands with all the full-featured performance an experienced operator demands.

Plus, when you upgrade to General Class, you won’t have to upgrade your radio. Because with the FT757GX Mark II, you’ve already started with the best.

It’s a great way to get maximum HF performance for your dollar.

**Tune in to Yaesu.** You’ve earned your ticket to the exciting world of amateur radio. Now, discover the exciting world of ham radio technology.

Yaesu’s all the ticket you’ll need.
Hear it All!

R-5000
High performance receiver

THE high performance receiver is here from the leader in communications technology—the Kenwood R-5000. This all-band, all mode receiver has superior interference reduction circuits, and has been designed with the highest performance standards in mind. Listen to foreign music, news, and commentary. Tune in local police, fire, aircraft, weather, and other public service channels with the VC-20 VHF converter. All this excitement and more is yours with a Kenwood R-5000 receiver!

- Covers 100 kHz-30 MHz in 30 bands, with additional coverage from 108-174 MHz (with VC-20 converter installed).
- Superior dynamic range. Exclusive Kenwood DynaMix system ensures an honest 102 dB dynamic range. (14 MHz, 500 Hz bandwidth, 50 kHz spacing.)
- 100 memory channels. Store mode, frequency, antenna selection.
- Voice synthesizer option.
- Computer control option.
- Extremely stable, dual digital VFOs. Accurate to ±10 ppm over a wide temperature range.
- Kenwood's superb interference reduction. Optional filters further enhance selectivity. Dual noise blankers built-in.
- Direct keyboard frequency entry.
- Versatile programmable scanning, with center-stop tuning.
- Choice of either high or low impedance antenna connections.
- Kenwood non-volatile operating system. Lithium battery backs up memories, all functions remain intact even after lithium cell expires.
- Power supply built-in. Optional DCK-2 allows DC operation.
- Selectable AGC, RF attenuator, record and headphone jacks, dual 24-hour clocks with timer, muting terminals.

Optional Accessories:
- VC-20 VHF converter for 108-174 MHz operation • YK-88A-1 6 kHz AM filter • YK-88S 2.4 kHz SSB filter • YK-88SN 1.8 kHz narrow SSB filter • YK-88C 500 Hz CW filter • YK-88CN 270 Hz narrow filter • DCK-2 DC power cable • HS-5, HS-6, HS-7 headphones • MB-430 mobile bracket • SP-430 external speaker • VS-1 voice synthesizer • IF-232C/IC-10 computer interface.

More information on the R-5000 and R-2000 is available from Authorized Kenwood Dealers.

KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION
2201 E. Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90810
P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801-5745
CIRCLE 64 ON READER SERVICE CARD